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 V.-SPIRITS.

 TOMATE means " a dead one," "a ghost"; but it is also applied to certain spirits

 who, the natives think, do not belong to deceased human beings. It is also applied

 to animals connected with spirits or shrines.

 Njiruviri says: c" Sometimes men see a spirit (tomate); they take it for a man;

 when they look again it is gone; a spirit cannot stay like a man." Seeing spirits,

 however, seems to be uncommon, and we never heard of any concrete case of an

 apparition. Some men can catch glimpses of them; this is the result of charms.

 Laiti was treated by Kavepeso as follows: he ate the fruit of nomboro, and the
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 Dead in Eddystone of the Solomons. 261

 eye of a fish called lomototo; he put a grass called mburumburu in his eye; this

 was repeated four days. Rakoto was treated by his father Laiti, who gave him

 the scrapings of some plant he would not name to eat with his betel mixture. Rakoto

 was treated once for all. Nanya, we understood, performs his charm every time

 he wants to see a spirit; he eats one fruit of vonjamboe; in the evening he goes

 into the bush and sees a spirit.

 To these three men we are indebted for details about the appearance of ghosts

 and spirits.

 One of us once found an axe in our tent. As no owner could be found our

 interpreter from the Shortlands thought it might belong to a spirit and advised us

 to throw it away; possibly the spirit wanted to kill some one; on examining it,

 however, he concluded it was not a spirit's, as there was no rust upon it. N1'gea,

 recently deceased, had got one in the bush, he said. Next day, however, he declared

 he was not serious about the matter.

 At Pa Na Pou, near the beach of Pa Njale, stands a rock with red marks upon

 it, one like an arrow-head pointing downwards, another like an inverted bowl, a

 third like the head of a centipede. These were ascribed to the ghosts of men (tomate

 tinoni); nothing further was known about them.

 Here follows such information about ghosts and other spirits as is not contained

 in the charms, ceremonies and tales which shall be recounted elsewhere.

 Evil Spirits.

 Men who fall from trees and women who die in childbirth are " evil spirits"

 (tomate kikerina). Their names may not be mentioned and if we came to one in

 the pedigrees he or she was described as " an evil spirit." The manner in which

 their bodies are disposed of will be described elsewhere; they are thrown into the

 sea, and no ceremonies are held in their honour; no upright stones are put up to

 them.

 The ghosts of the fallen (tomate uka) cause the living to fall from trees when

 they are gathering nuts. The ghosts of women who died in childbirth (tomate pa

 na savo) cause other women to die in the same wav.

 Ai,ge Mate.

 Ainge Mate is a female spirit. It was definitely stated that she is the spirit

 of a woman who died in childbirth. Njiruviri indeed says she is not a human spirit

 (tQmate tinoni); but evidence from other islands is against him; so is her name,

 for mate means dead. She has her seat in Renjo, which is a place where women

 retire for childbirth. Whoever goes there for the first time puts on his neck the

 same leaves as are used in curing the disease she causes. Paila took us there: " he

 savvy, he belong him," so he put no leaves on himself, but he gave us some tips
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 of Barringtonia (mbatu putu) to put on, and asked her that we should not be sick

 for he had shown us the place that we might " put it in our book." There, by a

 little creek among the mangroves, we found an image carved by Paila out of a tree

 fern. He sometimes comes there to o-fer up a fish called ganusu; he used to cook

 it, but now he hangs it up raw, saying, " Here is the fish for you, the Ange Mate;

 be propitious; let us eat the fish, we men, so be propitious, let me fish with the

 net and do not drive away the fish." (XXII.) The net in question is a small net,

 large enough for both hands, and called tope; it is placed among stones; it comes

 from Kumbokota.

 In Pa Na Pouna, some twenty yards from the beach between Pa Njale and

 Pa Na Gundu, is a hole called " Ange Mate's spring " (Pie Ange Mate); it is now

 choked up with coco-nut husks. Here we put on leaves of mbirimbiri.

 Ange Mate helps to catch fish. She also causes vomitings to those who walk

 on the beach of Pa Njale, and if anyone lies there she " catches him," meaning

 probably that she has connection with him.

 Murdered Ghosts.

 A man who has been killed by another man of Eddystone is said to be mboso

 gtuusu, or " murdered in the land." His ghost is mboso lau. To become a mboso lau

 he must be murdered outright; recently two old men wrestled and one died as a

 consequence of a fall, War nearly broke out between Narovo and Simbo on that

 account, yet the deceased was not mboso lau, as he lingered some time in his house.

 The head of a murdered man is not kept and no stone ('hgele) is set up; but

 the people were quite ready to mention their names. The ghost has blood upon

 his hair and bears a wound upon the skull. When a man is ill he sits beside him

 to make him die, the result being big sores over the body.

 Suicides.

 The ghost of a woman who has hung herself is called tomate lovorua. Her tongue

 protrudes and her eyes bulge. She does no harm; she is content to catch people

 by the neck at night in fun without ill results. Her head is kept.

 Deceased Parents.

 The ndinandai is the ghost of the father or mother that haunts the child and

 causes constant and general ailing. Njiruviri cures it in this manner: he holds in

 his right hand four leaves of paripari and four of valiolahge liiAgiti; he passes them

 between his legs into his left hand and then over his head four times, saying: " Come

 down and depart, thou ghost, thou, his father; do not haunt this child and let

 him live." (XXIII.) He then puts the leaves into the roof. This is repeated four

 days at any time of the month.

 VOL LII. T
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 The Corpse-eating Spirit.

 Tomate gani yambo means " the Corpse-eating Spirit." He is spoken of as a

 bush spirit; he wanders about the bush. Kundakolo drew a picture of him:

 the corpse, of which the bones are represented by hatched lines, is slung on a pole.

 The spirit, long-mouthed and long-nosed, is approaching with a club on his shoulder:

 says he, " Me think this man he no die yet." So he clubs him, with his weapon

 he breaks up the wrappings. Rakoto, however, says that this spirit is in every

 respect like a man, even to the mouth.

 The Corpse-eating Spirit can cause illness; the body becomes " sore all over,"

 fever develops, and the death is rapid. It is to guard against this that pepeu leaves

 are worn at a funeral (Pt. I, p. 82).

 Tuturu.

 Tuturu means mad, foolish, ignorant. The spirits known as tomate tuturu, or

 simply tuturu, are distinctly mad spirits or spirits of madness. They are very

 numerous; they haunt the bush and are sometimes called " bush spirits " (tomate

 belong bush). A man who is " caught " by tuturu flies to the bush and feeds on

 wild fruits, wild betel, wild areca, kaku, piku, pelo, and on the root of oga: " he no

 savvy eat kaikai belong man "; he cannot drink. When he dies his body is thrown

 into the sea; however, the body of a Lungan was once left where he had committed

 suicide.

 Narovo is studded with the haunts of tuturu. Here is a list given us by Pandan-

 geto of the places where the tutturu have built themselves halls (paile): Tetege

 (Pandafigeto has a shrine there), Volavola, Varo, Rupeleva, Humbolo, Lokomo,

 IPa ifgare, Varisage, Mbirimbiri, Ukutuvovo, Narikake, Somboa, Pinapina, Mundoko,

 Ginjo, Tufngu, Ruruai, Silikiti, Kolokolotumbu, Patumboroa, Tite Indaka, Voruku,

 Tamana Karunje, Kamburai, Mimikasura, Nonola, Keleve, Kitigumu, Njaaminjaamiga,

 Varisage, Pakarau, Rano, Kinokale, Kanigo, Molaginja, Njolovo, and more which I

 was not able to take down. On the way to Momara, the place of the great god,

 we passed several " halls," or rather sites of " halls," 'of tuturu. On reaching

 limimau we had to put on leaves of geligelioibgili; before getting to Ogoga we

 plucked some paripari fern and some piku; these three kinds are usual against

 .tuturu. There is also a tuturu's hall (paile tuturu) in Momara itself. In Kinokale

 is a hole where a brook disappears underground: it belongs to tuturu. There is

 an image of tuturu in Pinapau: it was roughly carved out of a tree fern by a man

 we knew. It has neither arms nor legs, but has a large penis; a clam shell on either

 -side of the head represents the ears; there is a small clam, on the chest, and a

 ' raiAgo " ornament on the forehead. The place is not considered dangerous, and

 -we could go right up to it. There was no explanation as to why it was put there.

 There are five upright stones in Njeligomo known as " the Five Frigate-Birds

 in Na Saniga " (Kalima mbelama pa Na Sanga). They were once men, not birds;
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 they fought in Lunga and many other places, but an enemy, it is supposed, made

 a charm (tambu) in revenge and drove them mad; when they died they " no stink,"

 but turned into stone. It is dangerous to touch the stones and women are not

 allowed near. Once Girigiri of Ndovele was out hunting; his dog went up to the

 stones; Girigiri went to fetch him back, but the Five Frigate-Birds were angry

 and he became mad.

 Pandafigeto's tuturu shrine in Tetege, on the weather shore, was set up by

 himself. It consists of an altar on which stand the usual upright stones (nbgele);

 one of these has a small clam attached to it; the other wore a ring on either side

 suggesting two ears. Another informant told us the former was tuturu, the latter

 a female spirit (tomate rekoreko). When Panda set up the shrine he made puddings

 and caught fish, which he offered up with the words: " This is yours, the tuturu

 that are dead; be propitious in the coco-nut groves, on shore." (XXIV.) The

 same offering is repeated every New Year and when the first smoked nuts are ready.

 A Floridan, named Tomu, set up a tuturu shrine on the rock at Patusogara.

 Since then it is forbidden to women. A ragana tree has sprung up on it which is

 tuturu's hair (Pt. I., P1. VIII, Fig. 3). Tomu lived with Mbani, who bought the shrine

 for three rings and three arm-rings; it is now held by PuraAa, who there holds

 yearly offerings of nuts as is done at any skull-house; he says: "This is your

 pudding, you tuturu of Florida; be propitious to me, let me not be ill, let me not be

 sick." (XXV.) The puddings are made of bananas and sweet yams and nuts.

 Purana is as the priest (iama) and eats the first pudding (yamu vakenu), that is a

 small sweet yam and some nuts; but he does not put any into the common fire

 .as is done at skull-houses. A special priest is not required as " he no too much

 tambu." The Floridan tuturu number ninety (nine ?) thousand (kasia yako) and

 their father is Toga ni mani. They carry men and pigs off to the bush; they protect

 Puraiia's property; they struck with madness Riko of Tumbi for stealing Puranla's

 nuts. If Puranla neglects the offerings they are angry with him.

 There is a kind of ridiculous-looking insect which is known as tuturu: it is

 -not sacred, nor used in charms, nor feared.

 We know of no animal connected with tuturu.

 Tacmbu Korna.

 Tambu Koma was said to be a spirit " belong man he die before." It is he

 that is generally referred to when the bush spirit (tomcate muiAgumuAgu) is referred

 to. There are several. Rakoto describes them as some 7 feet high with tusks

 like a boar and hair down to the chest, carrying a spear with which he spears men

 in the leg; the leg is broken by the blow; this disease is called takombokolo (? takom-

 bukolo). N'anya says they strike men in the loins with the bare fist; the pain is

 called piro.

 T 2
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 266 A. M. HOCART.-The Cult of the

 This spirit is feared at night, in the early morning and late evening; people

 going into the bush at such times hang leaves (vovonja) on their necks. One night

 Pana went out to seek his pig in the bush and returned in the daytime; the same

 night he lay down with a pain in the body and called for Nareti, who spat turmeric (?)

 (a,Ao) on both his ears and made him eat a bit of it; he passed his hands down his

 body and blew upon them, and hung leaves of pasapasa on his neck. Pana paid

 one arm-ring. Nareti states that before treating his patient he consults the spirit

 with an arm-ring (in the way they do when they catch the soul, Pt. I, p. 83); the

 spirit tells him what " tambu " to use. This treatment originally came from Pokokasa

 in Roviana. I made inquiries in Roviana, but the name of Tambu Koma was

 unknown; I was always led back to the " bush spirit," which in Roviana is the

 same as the mad spirit. It will be noticed, when we come to medicine, that there

 is a certain resemblance between the treatment for Tambu Koma and that for

 madness.

 We were told of a bush spirit that goes about spearing trees which it mistakes

 for men.

 Leprous Spirits.

 Leprosy is called poibgupoibgu or popoAzgu; possibly one is the noun, the other

 the adjective. We do not guarantee that we have always used the right one of

 the two in our notes.

 A drawing of Kundakolo's represents the leprous spirits or spirits of leprosy

 (tomate poAigupobgu) as covered with sores (ibgiibguana); they are toeless (Agopu),

 and lean on a staff.

 These spirits live in the bush or in the stones of shrines. Kunda has figured

 four of these shrines with the upright stones on which the spirits come and sit..

 Kunda says there are no arm-rings on the shrines, but only rough upright stones.

 These shrines are confined to Ove and Karivara; they occur at Titiro, Loga, Olomo,

 Nyatukindo, Tambuna, Ndoroko, Njarara, Pa N'Ivu, in Karivara; at Tirolivotu,

 T-arilulumbi, Mamanini, Tiroginjo, Kamburi, Nyanyatu, Uingunyara, Ngema in Ove.

 We know that they keep in Tirolivotu the remains of those who knew the Kenjo

 or protective charm which infects the thief with leprosy. At Titiro a succession

 of priests (iama) became lepers, so they gave up the place. In 1Narilulumbi the

 tabooed spot is a heap of stones at the foot of an aubu tree, which constituted the

 centre (popokevu) of the dancing-ground. In Mamaniini is a small shed which can

 be entered; there used to hang a basket containing three riko, that is shell-rings.

 made by gods (tamasa), but the basket has fallen, and the riko lie on the ground.

 One of them is perhaps the best we have seen, the yellow stain going about half-way-

 round. In NTarilulumbi the riko hang in an ordinary house which used to be occupied

 by Toka. It may be entered. Two rings wrapped in the bark-cloth of the kind

 called elava are hung up in a basket; there are some whale's teeth also. One rough
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 ring of the kind called mbariki, blackened with soot and cracked in the rim, hangs

 from the roof; it was formerly used as the pedestal of an image (mbeku). The basket

 was made by Amu, who in native parlance " knows how to make it," or as we should

 say " is qualified," for it is not a matter of technique, but she has been treated by

 Londu who for a fee stroked her body with rosi and put on her crossed belts of

 mamaroko. Amu also makes twine out of pusi with which Rosi binds the riko; for

 the rings are taboo to women. In the chapter on skull-houses I have described how

 these rings are taken up to Tirolivotu.

 The other leprosy sites were merely places in the bush where there is nothing

 to see and no one goes to see; no one dares unless he knows the charms, and no

 one could tell who knew, as it is kept secret. In the days of old, those who " knew

 leprosy," as they express it, could cause the disease by a mere blow; at the present

 day Kapu, who comes from Kumbokota, is the only one who has the power.

 The men of Kumbokota are said to know the cure for leprosy. There is a red

 stream there which belongs to leprosy; if a man walks in it, the popongu or leprous

 spirits are angry, and presently the skin develops sores and becomes red. The

 brother of one of our informants was said to have caught leprosy from this stream.

 Kita.

 Kita is a spirit that causes a man to waste away " till he too small, all bone,

 he no got meat." Kundakolo has drawn for us a kita altar in NdaembaAara with

 an upright stone (Agele) bearing a small ring (ovala) and a paAgosia ornament. To

 the right is Kita himself; on the left Rakiana, and in the middle Piruku RaAgaraniga,

 also Kita. Rakiana was explained to mean " skinny."

 The man Mbuko, whose death I have described, was a case of Kita; he had

 dwindled from a fine man to skin and bones. He did not excite compassion,

 but laughter among his fellows, and they announced with a smile that he would

 soon be dead.

 There is in Ogogo a dracwna known as Njiri Kita; whoever touches it will

 waste away.

 Ave.

 The word Ave seems, like the word kita, to be used both as a common noun

 and as a proper name, to mean an epidemic, especially dysentery, or the spirits

 causing it.

 Ave is a spirit that makes " all people sick long house," Tambu Koma being

 given as an instance. If the first fruits are neglected the people will be smitten by

 ave that live in the bush or in the sea. There is a spirit called Ave that dwells in

 Ysabel: he flies and is red all over, has a mouth sometimes like a man's, sometimes

 long and full of blood: it is the blood of the men he devours.
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 268 A. M. HOCART.-The Cult of the

 The symptoms of ave are fever (?) (mo); cough ((Aavele), rheum (mbele), headache

 (vitigi-mbatu); the skin is hot and develops boils; dysentery is the result of Ave

 devouring men.

 The sign of a coming epidemic is the " broken rainbow " (mbimbigo takombu),,

 that is a short one. Like t-he long rainbow, it may also merely presage bonito.

 When ave is coming there are rainbows continually.

 Njiruviri, his father Rembo, and Keoro were said to be the only ones who know

 how to expel Ave. The ceremony is called l'oka Ave. The people all give five arm-

 rings to Rembo, together with much calico and tobacco. Njiruviri goes outside the

 house in Ogogo, or Patusogara, and utters the following words, wh;ich he revealed

 very reluctantly and secretly: " 0 Sumbi! 0 Gegese ! 0 Palapoko ! 0 Gorepoko !

 O you NTgengere at the foot of the sky (?)! go down, depart you; there is an endi

 of men, an end of chiefs, an end of chieftains' wives, an end of chiefs' children; then

 go down and depart; do not yearn for us the fingerless, the cripple, the cramped

 hands' (?); go down and depart, oo, oo, ooo,oo! " (XXVI.) This last exclamation

 is uttered like a bark, then all raise a shout. Rembo distributes aAno picked formerly

 in Ogogo, now in Patusogara (one informant adds a shoulder-belt). When the

 prayer is over, before cock-crow, the people go down the paths spitting aho all about;

 as they go they are joined by the rest of the people; they strike canoes, houses

 the ground; they shout, fire guns (but blow no conches), as they make their way

 to Masuru on the beach (or Renjo if they live in Mbetapiro), and there throw away

 their sticks. In Ove they used to start from Mamanini.

 We know of no animal connected with ave.

 Onja is often associated with ave, and his name is given to the broken rainbow;

 but in ave all men die; in onja only ten or twenty. Taravai distributes a betel

 mixture and shoulder-belts against a small epidemic, not against a big one; but

 details of his charm are lacking.

 Ave and other evil spirits are frightened from the house by hanging under the

 roof an object like a kite made out of ivory-nut leaf, and shaped with arms and

 legs. They call it teve; we have called it " scare-ghost." By swaying in the breeze

 it frightens the spirits.

 Mateana.

 Mateana is a tomcate or spirit, but not a " man he die." He appears as a light

 in the sky; he may enter into the house. Once Kundakolo pointed to a rainbow

 and said: "There is Mateana "; he described it as dripping (mimi), and making rain

 (taviti n'okoro). This rainbow is called mbimbigo tana Mateana or " Mateana's

 rainbow." It is the long rainbow in Kundakolo's drawing as opposed to the " broken

 one which is Ave's. This rainbow appears when the tagosoro disease, which they

 associate with Mateana, is impending (close up time belong tagosoro); hence the

 1 The meaning seems to be: there are none but cripples left; do not love them, and stay.
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 aname tagosoro's rainbow, " mbimbigo tana tagosoro." The same rainbow is also

 called " the war canoe's " (tana 'geto) when it appears at sea and portends a coming

 raid from overseas; if no enemy appear, it is " the bonito's " (tana iso) and means

 plentiful bonito. In the drawing we see Mateana, spear in hand, riding on the rain-

 bow, of which the body (tinina) is represented by zigzag lines, and is said to be like

 fire. He causes disease with his spear. People do not go out when Mateana is

 abroad; if Mateana goes away, it is plain he wants to kill a man in some other

 place. We do not know whether Mateana is seen to come and go, or whether they

 find out by divination.

 The special haunts of Mateana are Velai and Pa Njale. These two places are

 known as far as Roviana as two out of his three haunts, Montgomery Island (Tetepare)

 being the third.

 There is in Simbo a Mateana shrine originating from Zhava in Vella-Lavella;

 it consists of an altar with several upright stones (kgele). There is also a small roof

 under which are hung a small wooden mortar, a ring with small rings (ovala) tied

 round it, lying in the same plane, a bundle made up of a clay pipe, a feather, a

 ra,ngo, a pipe shaped like a head, two mbulau arm-rings, a relic of the type called

 lave, an ornament (P1. A, Fig. 4). Taravai set up the altar (ara), and an upright stone

 he found in Patu Lembu, saying: " The seat of you, Mateana, sit there." (XXVII.)

 He then made puddings for a burnt-offering. The ceremony was called evevaw;a,

 just like that held at a new skull-house. Taravai's wife's brother, a young boy of

 Kumbokota, is the priest (iama); a boy is chosen because he may never have had

 sexual intercourse. The priest eats the first pudding at sacrifices. If Taravai is

 angry with a man he says: "The man I am cross with, if you see him, smite him,

 Mateana." (XXVIII.)

 Hita " knows Mateana"; he consults him by the usual method of holding out

 a ring as in " catching the soul." Mateana tells him the leech to call in; thus,

 once Toka was ill; Hita held out his ring and called out various names; when

 Rembo's was uttered his arm went round, so Rembo was called in. Hita taught it

 to Johnny, our interpreter, who paid one big ring. Johnny held a small ring (ovale),

 and Hita held Johnny's arm saying, " Come down, The Mateana, to the divination

 with Johnny, and cross over, you the Mateana." (XXIX.) Johnny's power has

 eft him; Mateana is angry, he does not know why.

 Kundakolo, who " knows Mateana," may not eat vatma (barracouta ?), a fish as

 long as an arm and about one inch thick; it has a mouth like a sword. It is

 Mateana's fish. He may not kill alu (kingfish ?), nor the frigate-bird and the kakaka

 among birds; he may not use the mata kindava tree as fuel, even when the tree

 is dead.

 Various beings are said to be " all same Mateana," but this expression is rather

 vague, and may mean identical or similar.
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 Hita, besides Mateana, knows Njiripele ; he shares with 'his brother a " spirit's

 house " (vona tandia tomate) of Njiripele's in Panombu, Karivara (P1. XVII, Fig. 1);

 under the roof hangs a bunch of small rings (ovala) which is Njiripele. This spirit is

 said to be " all same Mateana," and causes the same disease, tagosoro, but the cure

 is different.

 In the bush at Sisoro is a zone where men fear to walk because Rani is there.

 This Rani is " all same Mateana," and that is all we know about him. There is

 an altar to him somewhere.

 Paro.

 The word Paro means " to come ashore." There is a spirit called Paro; he

 was said to be a tomate, yet he was once said not to be a tomate; he was also said

 not to be the spirit of a dead man. He has long teeth; he may be seen as a light

 (voru#bu) that comes over the sea, lands, and goes inland (sa paro, sa panja pa na

 mueqwgumu-gu). He causes abscesses by his blows; a man struck by him in the

 belly " stinks and dies." When Widow Taru died in the hall at Tapurai, her body

 was carried out through that end which is tabooed to women; on the second day

 Paro appeared in the house as a momentary light. This apparition was attributed

 to this mistake, so next day taro pap (polo) was made; Kave the chief put a little

 in the fire at Paro's shrine, saying: " Here is the pap for you, Paro." (XXX.)

 HEs brother then took a little round to all who were present in Tapurai; each one

 took a little on his finger, spread it on his palm and with it rubbed his face, head

 and neck; a womian brought some more taro pap in a leaf, and we all ate of it.

 Kave's shrine is a small heap of stones at the foot of a coco-nut palm. Sulutava

 has one in Vulega; it has only one upright stone (n,gele), which is called Paro. If

 Sulutava performs a cure he burns there a bit of pudding provided by his patient

 saying: " This is the pudding for you, the Paro, to eat; be propitious, and let this

 man live." (XXXI.) He also makes burnt offerings of first fruits. He bought

 his knowledge from N'geluvuru, his "mother," for one ring and -two arm-rings. He

 may not kill the kivili bird; it is " all same tomate belong Paro." If he kills it he

 and his children will die.

 Sea.

 Considerable mystery hangs round Sea; Rembo and Njiruviri were said to

 know Sea, yet Njiruviri denied it; that was a lie, for he later admitted that he knew

 the cure, and also said that neither he nor Rembo could kill the sting-ray (tape),

 because it is Sea's fish; they would fall ill if they killed it. Toka of Ove was reputed

 to be well informed on the subject, but would never own up. It is evident that this

 silence concealed some secret like "the prayer over the sacred pudding," or "the

 driving out of Ave."

 Ndomo of Simbo says the proper home of Sea is Ove; the Sea of Simbo is really

 Vera Sea is connected with Kelekele in Ove. He is mentioned along with the
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 gods (tamasa) in a prayer at the skull-house in Anigi, but it was explained that he

 was a tomate, not a tamasa. There is an image of him on Laiti's bonito shrine in Ove.

 The disease caused by Sea is called tagosoro, like Mateana's evil.

 It was said that there was no taboo (kenjo) on trees under the auspices of Sea,

 but there is a remedy for the disease. Njiruviri rubs the side of the face with aAo,

 and makes the patient eat a bit; he strokes him from the head to the stomach

 with mburape and hangs on his neck leaves of the same, and gives him crossed

 ,shoulder-belts of mamaroko. He says, "Let this man live; be propitious, you

 spirits, let him be eased; let him drink, let him eat, let him bathe, and let him

 go out." (XXXII.) Njiruviri described these words as a varavara, not a mere

 -pito or saying, as most of the prayers are; yet it is in every respect like an ordinary

 " saying," and lacks that involved and figurative language which characterizes the

 varavara we have come across. We can only conclude that the above is merely the

 gist of the prayer, and not the full text.

 The difference between Sea and Vera is that Vera has no upright stone (Agele);

 no burnt offerings are made, but when Ndomo goes abroad he throws about bits of

 pudding given him by the people of the place, saying, " Here is for you the spirit,

 the Vera." (XXXIII.) This is called " pudding throwing " (gona yarmu). It is

 forbidden (tambunana) to do it at home. Ndomo may not kill the vama (barra-

 couta?); it is the tambu of Vera.

 VI.-GODS.

 The word which I translate by god is tamasa. In Eddystone they do not

 appear to have been regarded as a kind of tomate. There is indeed a class of beings

 called tomate tamasa, or " god ghosts," but Njiruviri distinguishes them from tamasa:

 if a man knows the charms belonging to tamasa he becomes at his death a tomate

 .tamasa; the tamasa is different-he makes all the land.

 The natives distinguish two classes of gods: the gods of crops (tamasa vuvua or

 tamasa n'aoro), and the weather gods, or, to translate the native term literally, the

 gods that still the weather (tamasa vambule).

 The gods of crops made the fruits, the private parts of men and women, coitus,

 land (make fruit, njole, kende, varieti, peso); the order of creation according to

 Keana was penis, vagina, coitus, motus copulatwons.

 The God of Momara.

 The principal god (tamasa kenu) is known as the god of Momara (tamasa pa

 Momara). Momara is a spot in the northern part of the island about east of Riguruna

 and S.S.W. from Tapurai. The name of this god is not familiar to all, and those

 who claim to know it do not all agree; but the correct name seems to have been

 Vanavana. He it is who made the hill of Patukio, as related by Leoki.
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 " Come let us make two mountains and see whose is the higher," said the two

 gods, one god in Kolombaniara (Nduke), one god in Eddystone. " Go ahead," they

 said. Then the god of this place made the hill of Patukio, and it reached almost

 to the sky; the god in Kolombanara made his mountain. " Well, mine is finished,"

 said the god here. The god of Kolombanara looked this way. "Heigh! his

 mountain is higher than mine," said he. The god of Kolombainara was angry; he

 snatched up a rock and threw it at this hill; he did not reach as far; that stone is

 still standing, namely the Big Stone (patu lavata). He again took a stone, threw it;

 it missed and went too high. Then he took a rock, Patugele, and hit this hill, which

 broke; that is the head of the hill of Patukio. (XXXIV.)

 Patu lavata is a big upright stone on the shore reef near Pepere; the second

 stone became Patuai near Ove; the third means " Long Stone " in the Roviana

 dialect; it stands opposite Renjo in the sea. The top of the mountain became Pa

 Na Gundu.

 After this the god settled in Pa Njale, and created the people of Eddystone:

 he made one man and one woman. Leoki tells the story thus:

 Ile made one woman, one man; there was no mouth, no nose; there were no

 eyes; there was no penis, no anus; the legs were straight and could not bend thus;

 the ears had no opening. There was one woman, one man. Having finished, he

 looked at them: " Heigh! what shall I do to them ? I have not made them well,"

 said he. " How is it done ? I will go and seek the Mad One,L and he will make

 these men for me." So the Mad One came. " Here are the men; I have made

 them myself, but I don't know the way." " All right, I know," said the Mad One.

 The Mad One took a long stone; he went. Thus he made the hands (said Leoki,

 cutting with a stone), thus the fingers, thus the legs, thus the mouth, thus the ear,

 thus the nose, thus the eyes, thus the penis; thus he made the vagina. " That is

 how a man is made. You, though a god, do not know. Then do not make the

 country; give up Pa Gasara, give up Rokombuna," said the Mad One; " thus are

 your fingers to be treated, 0 god." He broke them off and threw them away, and

 that is why the god did not make the country. (XXXV.)

 That is why Narovo Bay is unfinished: the Mad One broke off the creator's

 fingers before the work was finished. Pa Gasara and Rokombuna are reefs.

 The first man and woman married and had plenty of children; but in shaping

 them the Mad One also made them mortal.

 Another legend explains why there is no taro in Eddystone and no bush-turkev's

 eggs in Narovo; for though the bush-turkey haunts the Narovo bush, it lays no

 eggs there.

 " He (the god) planted taro in this country. Taro flourished, but not the

 banana; there was nothing but taro in this country. The bush-turkey set out from

 1 Or Mad Spirit.
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 Kenelo (in Mbanyata); it flew across Mbanyata (in Randuvu Island), and broke it

 in its flight, and landed in this country and settled down in Tirombombu (on the

 coast north of Menge); it made a hole, it made hot-water springs in the hot place.

 " Heigh! this is a good thing for us," said the people. " I will make a pudding as

 a trial," said the god. He took taro and pounded it (the nmortar is in Kelekelena);

 so he pounded and turned the mortar over, but the pudding did not come out well.'

 "Oh! taro is bad," said the god. "Do not grow, taro, in my country: go away

 to Vellalavella, to Ganonga, thou taro. Do not scratch holes in my country, thou

 bush-turkey: go to Ove. As for my country, let bananas grow in my country."

 (XXXVI.)

 In the region of Tirombombu used to stand a village called Lape, that is Bush-

 Turkey, and another called Pou, or Hole. There is hot water in Mbalembalema,

 near Kailaki. The god's mortar is an insignificant depression in the reef near Tetege,

 with the pudding, a black lump of coral or rock inside.

 Kund akolo has another version according to which J;gaya, the god of Zhava

 in Vellalavella, made the bush-turkey and hot springs. He wanted to bring some

 to Narovo, but the people objected and said to the bush-turkey: " Go away, lest

 you spoil our kanary nuts." It went off to Lologasa, where an old woman told it

 to stay; so iNTgaya put down three fumaroles, neAi,geneAiXgere, a plant found in Tiroto,

 njoili, a plant found in Matendini, two other plants called luluAga and ivivu tamba,

 a lagoon (kosiri), boiling springs (mbukala). Paroso (which Kunda calls Zhava)

 abounds in sulphur, fumaroles, and is the resort of bush-turkeys.

 The god in Momara and the god in Nyatuloki gave the people of Eddystone

 their language.

 I visited Momara under Leoki's guidance at the end of my stay. Leoki enjoined

 strict secrecy. At a turning of the path is a small open space; on the inner side,

 about fifteen to twenty yards from the path, stands, a reAge: a reige is the top of a

 dead tree, generally four feet in height; it is simply cut off a tree found lying in

 the bush. Such stumps are usually found on the shrines of gods. This reitge in

 Momara is the god; the stumps of the branches are loaded with shell-rings (poatac)

 and that ancient type of shell-ring known as mbariki. I was allowed to approach

 within some eight yards of the stump. Half-way between it and the path is the

 fireplace.

 Close by stands a large kanary-nut tree (sari) belonging to the god; the nuts,

 may not be picked, but the fallen ones may be eaten. There is a legend attached

 to it. Leoki told it first through Njiruviri as interpreter, then directly. I follow

 the second narrative, supplying a few details from the first.

 The men of Nduke came hither and climbed a kanarium tree; they threw down

 the nuts and gathered them in a heap. They broke them, they all laid them down

 1 It is sticky.
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 to break them; one man alone set them upright.' " Do not break them on the

 ,side; they are sacred nuts," said the one man. " Nay, we will break them on the

 -side." " Well, I for one will break them upright. Come, let us go." They launched

 their canoe and embarked, twenty of them in one canoe. They put out to sea, and

 were running down to the land towards the entrance of the passage in Gizo. The

 flying fish leaped up. They all asked: " What is this ? " " Lo, I rebuked you,

 but you broke the nuts on the side; they are sacred nuts, that is why the fish fly."

 They entered the passage, they looked down under the keel of the canoe; they saw

 many sharks. " You did not break the nuts properly," said the one. " The sharks

 .are coming; they will break the canoe and sink us." The sharks leapt out and

 broke the canoe, and ate up nineteen of them. One swam and landed in Nduke and

 did not die. (XXXVII.)

 Aingo of Roviana, whose mother was a Narovo woman, told a fuller version,

 and illustrated it.

 " This is a canoe from Nduke; the name is not known; it is an old tale. They

 went to Simbo (i.e. Eddystone), they landed and went up to the house; there was

 -no one there: the owner and his wife were away in their gardens. The stranger

 saw a pig in the house. They said: " There is no one in this house but a pig; the

 people are gone. The pig went off, grunting as he went; he met the pair. " This

 ,our pig has come." (The Nduke people meanwhile were in the house.) The pair

 asked the pig: " Why do you come to us ? Have you seen anyone come to the

 house ? Has anyone arrived ? " The pig said, " Yes." Then the Nduke men went

 up the sacred kanarium (hoklete hopena in Rovianese). One man chid them and

 said, " Do not go up the tree; it is sacred, the owner has not come." But they

 would not listen to him; they broke the nuts the wrong way like snmall kanarium

 ,(R. tovinia - E. vino). The couple came down to the house, led by the pig. They

 saw the nuts had been broken the wrong way, and the husks thrown about. " How,"

 they thought in their bellies, " have they cracked these sacred nuts ? " But they

 said nothing to the men of Nduke. They made a feast because they were related.

 When they had done, the men of Nduke wanted to go home. The chief of Simbo,

 owner of the nuts, remembered those nuts they had eaten: he wrapped up -Aguke

 -in . . . and made eight similar parcels (vesu handehande); he gave them to

 the man who chid the others. When they left Narovo, the flying fish, came out

 of the water; eight times the man threw a charm out at the stern. As they

 approached Gizo the canoe sank. They swam till they came to Kombukombu

 lavata, the steamer passage off Gizo point; thence they swam to Kombukombuhite,

 .a sand bank without trees. They were all safe and sound but tired, so they rested

 ,on the sand. " We are saved," said they, " we shall not die; we have crossed the

 1 The others struck them on the side to break them, but he stood them on end and struck

 -them on the point.
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 big passage, there remains only the snmall passage near Epaniga." When they had

 rested they said, " Let us swim across the small passage." They all perished except

 the mian who had rebuked them for breaking the nuts the wrong way. The sharks

 ate them all, but the survivor reached Nduke.

 Here is another story of Leoki's:

 The men of Nduke came hither to trade (,Agave), and landed at Mbeofto in

 Kosigi. An old man was sitting there grinding rings on a stone. The Nduke men

 landed, beached the canoes, and walked along the beach to the place where he was

 sitting. " What aie youL doing 3 " said they. " I am making nlyself a ring," said

 he. They took the grit and daubed (girja) the face of the aged chief. One man

 rebuked them: " Do not so; he is a big chief." " Where are the people of this

 place ? " said the men of Nduke. " Go up (panja), do not speak to me; go and see

 the place," said the chief. So they went to Seseru: it was deserted (ivulu) ; they

 were all gone. They went to Sesemba: there was no one there but a pig. " Where

 are all the people gone to, Pig ? " said they. The pig grunted, " Ie, ie," as if to say,

 " Conme along." The men of Nduke went back to Seseru. The pig took some

 sprouting coco-nuts and gave them to the Nduke men. One mature coco-nut he took

 in his mouth and went to Patu Lavata; he followed the beach and went in quest

 of the people. He planted the coco-nut he had brought from Mbulolo, then he

 followed the shore to Pepere where all the people were. " The pig we left in Seseru

 has come," said they. "le, ie, na hgalo," said the pig, meaning the Nduke men.

 "The men of Nduke are there," was what he said. The pig said, " Ngalo, haply

 someone has arrived." The people went back, following the pig. They kept the

 strangers company (mbaire), and made them some puddings. They slept. " When

 are you going 3" said the men of Seseru. " To-morrow," said the men of Nduke.

 They all went down to Mbeono in Kosigi. Vama ite wanted to go. " The mren of

 Nduke daubed my face in insult,"' said the chief. " Nay, I will go with them,"

 said Vama ite; " I don't want to stay; I want to go to Nduke." " Do not go,

 they treated me despitefully; before this they have been to Momara and broken

 all my nuts." " Nay, I will go with them," said Vama ite. "All right, wait; I

 will go up to the bush," said the chief, " you want to go to Nduke badly; very

 well, I will go to the bush." He scraped four twigs, and made four parcels (rausia

 4 undeunde). " Here, put this into your basket, the men of Nduke did me wrong;

 very well, put the four charms in your basket." They set out; Vama ite paddled

 stroke. They reached the passage in Gizo; the sharks came up in shoals. Vama ite

 threw one charm into the sea: they retired. " Go on, paddle, paddle every one

 in the canoe," said Vama ite. Again the sharks came up to break the canoe; he

 threw another charm into the sea, and all the sharks withdrew. "Paddle, paddle,

 we are close to the shore," said Vama ite. The sharks returned. "One charm

 1 Ginja, no good belong me.
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 remains; pull hard, it is not far to the reef; we are nearly ashore." They came

 -to break the canoe; he threw away his last charm. "Now we shall die," said

 Vama ite, "all the charms are exhausted; if you do not pull hard, we shall die."

 They were close to the shore when the sharks broke the canoe, devoured the men

 and the planks, and there was an end of them. The man who reproved them

 survived. Vama ite flew away and went up to the skv to join Vama lavata. The

 man who rebuked them reached Nduke.

 Vama ite and Vama lavata, little barracouta (?) and big barracouta (?), are

 -two big white " clouds " (lelei) visible in a clear sky at night.

 Pandantgeto, the chief priest of the god (iama tamasa) in Momara may not

 kill crocodiles, and explains this by the following legend:-

 Pinjoko lay in ambush at night (piko) for some raiders from Lunga. (Pinjoko

 -lived in Pa Ngorai, up in the bush of Narovo.) In the morning he found a crocodile

 and carried it home. He tended it and gave it food and water, gave it iru, kikio,

 munjiki, and so forth. Then he broke nuts; the bush-turkey came and ate them

 out of his hand. The wild pigs came: one big and one small one. He went to

 Pa N1gari to eat areca-nuts and threw the husks away and the pigs ate them; he

 put bananas into the firs and gave them to the pigs; he also gave them coco-nuts;

 the two pigs knew him. Pinjoko held a Great Festival (vatvolo). Then the men

 of Nduke arrived in Mbulolo and went to Wavona. They did not know where

 Pinjoko was gone to. Now there were two shell-rings and one pig in the hamlet.

 " Where is he gone to ? " said the men of Nduke. " He is gone to Pa N;gari," said

 the ring. " Pig, go and find Pinjoko," said the ring to the pig. The pig set out

 to find Pinjoko. " Go to Mbulolo and show them the coco-nuts in Mbulolo; let

 them climb and eat of the nuts, then come back and fetch Pinjoko." The pig led

 them to Mbulolo, showed them the coco-nuts, came back and went after Pinjoko.

 Whv does this pig come and speak to me?" said Pinjoko, and took a stone and

 -threw it at the pig, but the pig said: " Don't hit me; I come to tell you the men

 of Nduke are come; the ring told me to warn you." " Very well," said Pinjoko,

 " go ahead and tell them I am coming." The pig returned to the Nduke men in

 M.bulolo. " Pinjoko is coming." " Where is he ? " said the Nduke men. " He

 told me to come on ahead, and he would follow; I think he will be here presently,"

 said the pig. The pig did not stay, but went back to Pa Na Poro. Pinjoko got

 back to Patu lavata. When the men of Nduke saw him: " Here he comes," they

 said. When he arrived in Mbulolo the Nduke men said: "My word! what we

 tallked to was no man, but a pig and a ring; there is no man in this place; there

 is nothing but grass." "Oh! something looks after my home," said Pinjoko. He

 prepared puddings for the men of Nduke and bananas. They returned in their

 canoe to Nduke and Pinjoko remained at home. He wanted to go back to his

 garden to work, but as he drew near to it the mad spirits (tuturu) caught him and

 carried him underground into the hole at Varo. Night came and they all wondered,
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 "Where is he gone to ?" In the morning he was not to be found; they searched

 for him, they called out, they found his track: " Where is he gone to ? Doubtless

 they have killed him." They saw the place where the mad spirits had caught him.

 " Where is he gone ? " thevy said, " he is dead." They found the pig, and prepared

 to make the Fourth Day Feast on the next day. "To-morrow we shall kill the

 pig," said they. The mad spirits said to Pinjoko: "We don't want to kill you;

 you shall go home to-morrow." The Pinjoko's men made a fire, killed the pig, and

 had cut it up when Pinjoko came along, his head and body covered with mud.

 "Where have you been? Why did vou not return quickly? We have killed the

 pig now." Said Pinjoko: " I stayed with the mad spirits; they bade me see their

 Great Festival (vavolo) first; they would not let me go. You've killed the pig:

 it is well; cook it and we shall eat it." Pinjoko once went to some place of unknown

 name, where he was killed. The crocodile died.

 At the present day the god of Momara lives underground and causes earth-

 quakes; when he leaves Eddystone at Pa Na Kelekele or returns, there is a tidal

 wave and a booming sound. 'At Tetege, north of Pa Na Kelekele, it is forbidden

 to fire the grass because it is the god's. Sometimes after mid-November,

 when the moon is " not too big," the god fishes -in Pepere, on the east coast.

 The tide is then so low that many fish are stranded and people go to pick them

 up.

 Leoki showed other places sacred to this god besides Momara. Almost in a

 straight line from Nduli to Kosigi lies Seseru, where stands on raised ground a skull-

 house belonging to Pandangeto, the god's priest, Sinalafia, and Rembo, the chief.

 'There are preserved the heads of those " who knew the god " (kotu tamasa), and

 who, at their death, become " god ghosts " (tomate tarnasa). The skull-house, of

 corrugated iron, stands in the midst of a large area: there are modern rings (poata)

 and ancient ones (mbarika) upon it. Pandafigeto, as priest (iama tamasa), makes

 a fire at the foot of it to offer up the first-fruits of the nuts, while Mbiu, the mortuary

 priest (itma tomate), strings nuts (susuni) on the vein of a coco-nut leaf. On the

 right of the skull-house stands the upright stone (Qgele), Pandafigeto's war shrine

 (kinindi); in front of the skull-house, on the lower level, is the common fire; on

 the same level a few paces to the right lies Panda's Patu Petapeta, a stone also

 connected with war, and beside it grows a njanjala tree.

 In Ogoga there are blocks of stone all overgrown; but there was some difference

 as to whether it was sacred to the god or not.

 Njoka, one of the leaders in the great procession (vott tamasa) mentioned

 Inusa, where stand an upright stone (i-gele) and a vonjamboe tree.

 In Pakarau the god is represented by two trees, a rigema and a moe. There

 are no stones.

 Ogoga and Pakarau lie on the way from Seseru to Momara.
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 The CGoddess of Nyatuloki.

 Second in the order of precedence comes the goddess of Nyatuloki (tamasa pa.

 Nyatuloki). She is also called " the old woman of Nyatuloki " (ibgoele pa Nyatuloki).

 Pore Ite of Simbo may not kill the crocodile, the shark and the centipede, because

 they are sacred to this goddess; he is not a priest at Nyatuloki, but at Ndaepango,

 which belongs to her also. INgea used to minister (iamar) at Nyatuloki, but with

 him perished most of the lore.

 Once the goddess was angry with him, and he had a wry-neck; he divined by

 the swaying of his canoe, mbegolo, as it is called, and prayed, and all was right again.

 Such a wry-neck is called pinduria tamasa.

 The goddess can cause the north-west wind to blow.

 We never saw Nyatuloki; they say there is a sacred stump (reAge) there. In

 1;lariseru, towards Ogogo, are kept the skulls of those who " know " this goddess.

 (kotu tamasa). Pa Na K:ongu, between Olepeniinga and Tumbi, belongs to her.

 In Marondu she has a stump (re-Age) (P1. XVII, Fig. 1). Mboe, further down the

 coast, has a stump also, they say: it is the place where the goddess sits down.

 The God of Pa Tamasa.

 Third comes the god of Pa Tamasa (tamasa pa Tamasa). His seat is at Pa

 Tamasa, " At the God," a little way inland of Nagasaululu on the east coast. There

 I saw two tree-trunks called reAge paroparo and re-Age sogara, that is, " stranded

 stump" and "scolding trunk." Their story is told by Leoki thus:

 The plain between Patukio and Momara was once covered by the sea which

 extended from Riguruna to Refijo; the waves went as far as Vinjara. " Why does

 the sea come here? I think if you plant food here it will be no good," said the

 god of Pa Tamasa, who came from Mburavusu.' A stump (reige) floated hither,

 a shell-ring still stuck on one of its arms. It was stranded in Njanjala. " A stump

 has been stranded in Njanjala," said the people, " let us divine with a shell-ring

 (sambukai)." "I want to stop here and keep the sea away," said the reAge. " Where

 shall we set you up ? " they said. " Go to Pa Tamasa and leave me there," said he.

 He was set up there; that is why the sea does not come through.

 Magoana.

 This legend seems to identify the god of Pa Tamasa with Magoana, generally

 known as " the god of Mburavusu " (tamasa pa Mburavusu).

 Aingo, the Rovianese, tells the following legend about him

 Magoana lived in Simbo (meaning Eddystone). He put his nuts and property

 in the spathe of a banana (pokopokona hakua), and came to Mburavusu; he came

 back to Ikotivi, his wife, and to his childrenl. He looked for his orange-stained ring

 1 Near Roviana.
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 (mbakiha). "Where is my ring ?" His wife said, "I don't know." "Where

 have you put my ring ? " said he to his wife and children. His wife was cross because

 he had stayed away in Simbo; she did not tell the truth. " That ring," she said,

 "I threw it into the sea." So Magoana dived to seek it. (P1. XIX, Fig. 1.)

 Now, we see him at the bottom of the sea, where he stayed with three men:

 Vama Ite, Vama Lavata and their father. At the end of eight days he took his

 orange-stained ring and prepared to go. Now this coco-nut you see in the drawing

 is not big, but small like a sprout. The three men bade Magoana take a snake

 and bind his feet to climb the coco-nut; Magoana was afraid of the snake and put

 his ring on his feet and climbed it, carrying a bunch of bananas of the kind called

 hakua ruAgaha, which had been given by those three men. As he climbed the

 sprouting coco-nut it began to grow. As he went up he ate the bananas and the

 skins fell on the top of the house, which was now lower than the palm. On reaching

 the surface he took one coco-nut and walked home with it and the ring. Now the

 name of the canoe he had made out of a banana spathe was Utu Mola. He went

 up to his house, took all his chattels and put them on board the Utu Mola and went

 back to Simbo. He planted the coco-nut, which was a king coco-nut (ibohara tige),

 and now there are plenty in Simbo. He planted his Utu Mola too, and there are

 plenty of those bananas in Simbo. And that's the end.

 The ring AAgo believed to be still in the possession of Siana, Rembo's wife,

 but it is really in the Cambridge Museum. The ruqzgaha banana is small and white;

 the kind called utu mola is big and thick and the stem is high. These bananas are

 sacred (hopena) in so far as the two sexes may not eat of the same bunch. This is

 only observed by those who know the legend.

 The inverted canoe in the drawing belongs to another legend which will be

 told in Roviana.

 Magoana died in Nduke. His thigh-bones are kept in the skull-house at Angi,

 which was spoken of once as " the god's house " (vona tamasa). These bones are

 said to be crossed (kai); they are human and white like the blade of a penknife;

 they often disappear; they go off to steal rings, ancient and modern (mbariki, poata),

 of the gods of Nduke, and leave them on the beach in Pepere and Gago; men

 finding them hang them on a tree by the shore.

 Magoana can raise the South-west wind.

 Various Gods.

 Fourth comes the god of Narivindavinda (tamasa pa N.). He is said to have

 been represented by a stump (rehge) with four arms.

 The fifth is the god of Sosoi (tamasa pa S.). Sosoi is somewhere north of

 Narovo Bay. I saw there four big broad stones standing (Agele), many slabs lying,

 a number of vonjamboe trees with half-shells of coco-nut stuck on the branches;

 VOL. LII. u
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 there were some unfinished rings of mbulau and one ornament like a mbarava lying

 on the ground; next to the upright stones was a fireplace to cook bananas, but

 there was no fireplace for burnt offerings. This god is said to be one with the god

 of Tiroto, which, if I can trust memory, lies on the way to Sosoi. The god of Tiroto

 stole (iko) water from Tiroto in Ulusage and brought it in a leaf of vilaki to Tiroto

 in Narovo. He also planted there a tree called njiri gogoto, or " true draeaena,"

 which is not found elsewhere in the island.

 Sixth is the god of Vaire.

 The Flying Chief.

 Mbahara pu tatava, or " the chief that flies," comes last. His shrine is in Narovo,

 south of Patu Kio, close to the confines of Ove. It lies on the overland track from

 Ove to Narovo. They say there is a big stone there and one shell-ring. Kundakolo

 indeed said' he was not a god, but a Mateana; but his statement is against all

 evidence.

 At the New Year they make puddings at his shrine if the nuts are abundant;

 otherwise they merely cook bananas.

 I give his legend as told by Kundakolo with additions from the version told

 by Pandangeto, who is priest there (iama tarnasa).

 The men of Lape were fishing for bonito; they used as hook a thorn called

 vetugutvetugu tana mao (Panda says mumu gaili or gaile). If it was strong a man

 might catch one or two bonitoes; otherwise it broke and he caught nothing. The

 Flying Chief set out to fish, and went to Ove, to the chief on this side of Ove. Ganjolo

 was there making hooks of pearl-shell. " There's a man there; I will go up to

 him," said the chief, "I will speak to hi m." He landed and saw the hooks Ganjolo

 was making drying in the sun. " Ile! Ho! What's that you are drying in the

 sun ? " " These are my fish-hooks; I use them to catch bonito," said Ganjolo.

 "c Well, give me one; mine are different; I use vetuguvetug?t pa na mao." " All

 right, but do not show them to the others; here's one, keep it, but do not let any

 one see it," said Ganjolo, and gave him one. The Flying Chief embarked in his

 canoe; he held the hook in his closed hand so that no one should see it; he threw

 away the thorn and tied his pearl-shell hook instead; he went out to sea in quest

 of bonito. " Go ahead, scoop the water."' He caught one bonito and shook it off

 the hook: he would not give it them to unhook lest they should see the pearl-shell.

 The canoe was soon full. They caught one hundred, so they blew the conch. When

 the people returned some had two or three. "' Oh ho! "said they, ".you have caught

 plenty; your hook is strong (or, " you have power ")." He took off the pearl-shell

 and tied the thorn on the line and put the bamboo rod to dry in the sun. Next

 day there was fishing again: the chief caught ninety, next day eighty, while the

 1 Pio: this will be explained in the chapter on fishing.
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 rest caught two or three. He went out one day and caught seventy; he went out

 one day (sage kami 'rani) and caught sixty; he went out one day and caught fifty

 (and so on, thirty, twenty, ten, nine, eight, seven, six, five, four, three, tlwo, one,

 none). When he left the canoe they found his hook in the stern. " You deceived

 us," they said, " we thought it was muma gaili, but it is not." The men of Poul

 and Lape came down to fight him: " Why did you not show us that hook before ?

 If you had shown it us we should have asked for one or two." They took their

 spears and threw them at him: they could not hit him save on the little finger,

 but he was killed. " Let us carry him inland," they said. So they carried him off

 to bury him. " Will this do ? " said they. " No," answered he,2 " the mnen of

 Pou and Lape killed me and they are not far." They came to Inusa: " Let us

 leave him here," they said, but the Flying Chief refused. After a rest they came

 to Tirombombu: " This is a suitable place, let us leave him here." " I will not

 have it," said he, "I can see Pou and Lape." They went to Mbolema. "This is

 a suitable place, let us leave him here." "No," said the Flying Chief, " I can see

 Pou and Lape." They went on to Tovutovu. "This will do," said they, "we

 cannot see Lape and Pou; let us' put him down here in Tambu Leve." They laid

 a big stone over him and left a ring. "In four days, come and see me," he said

 to his men. After four days they went to see: he came out and flew away in the

 air. He was incensed against the men of Katapana who had killed him, and said

 the men of Ove, Karivara, Simbo, and Panullu would catch bonito and fish, but

 the people of Katapana would have to live on pig and crab, and anything in the

 bush; when the other districts cooked fish, the men of Lape and Pou would smell

 it but would get none. Moreover, they would be addicted to lust and even incest.

 That is why the people of Narovo, excepting Panullu, were a bush folk till

 quite recently, knowing not how to build canoes or catch fish, and their rapes caused

 constant trouble with their neighbours (Pt. I, p. 76).

 Kundakolo has illustrated the legend of Ngangai and Flying Chief (P1. XIX,

 Fig. 2): to the left stands Konga, an island near Vila in the strait between Nduke and

 Lokuru (Arundel Island in the chart); the trees upon it are kikindova and mbirimbiri;

 the large tree is ragana. Ngangai is represented as an octopus; Flying Chief, with

 a long snake-like body, is " journeying in the air " (nggi soanca pa nullu) ; he carries

 a spear in one hand and a basket in the other.

 " Ngangai come and kill the eau (clam) that wants to kill us," said the men

 of Nduke. Ngaftgai went by sea; Flying Chief flew in the air, and they arrived in

 KoAgga and rested there. Then Ngangai dived down to find the eau, and with his

 four tentacles (literally, hairs), caught the eau and killed it. The rings carried by

 Flying Chief are the pay given by the men of Nduke.

 1 I sometimes spelt Ou, probably mistaking P for the preposition.

 2 Presumably divination was used.

 TT 2
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 It was agreed on all hands that Narovo was the land of the gods of crops (tamasa

 vuvua). The other districts have their gods of crops, but it is admitted that they

 come from Narovo.

 Tokutoku.

 The people of Ove have a god at Kulipi in the bush, called Tokutoku; Kave

 gave his name as Karivara-ove, which certainly is not his real name. He also classed

 him as a god-ghost (tomnate tamasa), because he was a man and god and then died;

 in fact, it was this god that Kave gave as an example in answer to the question,

 What is tomate tamasa ? 'Pandangeto, on the other hand, says he is not tomate

 tamasa, but tamasa. Pinju is silent on the subject. There is in Kulipi a big stump

 (rei,ge) with four branches; mbulau rings on one branch, small rings (ovala) on the

 second, arm-rings on the third, and large rings on the fourth. We have not seen it.

 Pinju, the priest, has nothing to say about this god apart from the ceremonies;

 he gives as alternative title, " god of the mountain " (tamasa pa na solosolo): he

 is a god of crops; if he is propitious to the nuts (vino, iAari, ivi, rupe) and bread-

 fruit, they bear (na vino, etc. . . . sa manani ko sa vua). At each New Year

 Pinju is the first to climb the nut trees: he then goes to visit the god, breaks nuts,

 and puts them underneath a stone, after which he puts on a shoulder-belt of mamaroko:

 while offering the nuts he says: " This is yours, the god in the sea, yours the god

 of Tokutoku, yours the ale, shark, the red ant, the ndui . . . , the centipede,

 the wasp." (XXVIII.) When he gets up in the -morning to go to the god, and

 when he returns no one speaks to him; if any one does he gets a wry-neck, which

 Pinju cures by whipping (iru) with a dracaena the inside of the house, saying: " I

 whip you away, the god of N'Oka, and let this man here live."

 Pinju may not kill sharks or crocodiles, because they belong to the god of Kulipi.

 He may kill the black ant (kandiki), which is frequently mentioned in prayers to

 gods, but it is only ceremonial language (varavara); the suggestion that it might

 be taboo seemed to amuse a bystander.

 1Tirotivotu.

 There is a god's shrine in Tirolivotu. I saw nothing but skull-houses there,

 so these must also be the shrines of gods.

 Mboemba&ara and Ii,gembaAara.

 On Matendini in Karivara stands a heap of stones with a stump (renge)

 (P1. XVII, Fig. 2), bearing an ancient ring (mbariki) and mbulau rings. Close to it

 is an open space with red soil and stones whence steam arises; there is also an

 artificial heap of stones through which issues a little steam, but not enough to prevent

 sitting upon it. The name of this god is Jvige Mbanara, known as the old woman
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 of Matendifi (ibgoele pa Matendi#i,i). Her husband was Mboembahara, a chief. Here

 is their legend:

 Once upon a time the men of Karivara built a canoe; they launched it, went

 out to fish, and caught bonito and landed it. Ganjolo was seated on a tree on the

 beach. IJge MbaAara came and took the fish from Mboembanara and set out to

 Matendihi; Ganjolo saw her as she passed over a big trunk across the path. As

 she stepped over her clothing fell, and Ganjolo saw her private parts. Said he,

 " What's this ? " He had connection with her. The people of Karivara in their

 anger drove him out of their district. Mboembafiara hearing of it, said to his

 children, " Well, since the man of Simbo has stolen my wife, you remain here in

 Matendifli; presently you shall see me." Then Mboembanara went out to the deep

 sea and stayed there. His two children on Matendinii wept when they saw their

 father go into the sea, and wept day and night. After a time Mboembanara rose

 to the surface to see his two children in Matendini. His children saw him and said:

 " Our father has come up again." Where Mboembanara appeared there arose a big

 reef. Then Mboembaflara dived again and came up farther off, and another reef

 marked the place. The two children saw him and said, " Our father has come up

 again." They cried and their father hearing them said: " My two children cry

 continually." Mboembanara dived down for good; his children could not see him,

 and ceased to cry. Where they wept no tree will grow.

 Such is Rakot6's version. Sulutava makes Mboembaniara go to bathe at

 Mbanara. Veonona, the god of Nduke, came and took him away to another

 country on the other side of the deep sea. Ingembanara flew up to the sky, and

 did not return. They had no children, he says. Ganjolo was told by the Karivara

 people to leave their district, because he was an adulterer (mbarambarata). He sat

 down in Olomo: the men of Simbo saw him and called him over: so he abandoned

 his o'riginal home in MatendiiXi, and settled in Simbo. The people of that place built

 a fleet (pitu mola) of four fishing canoes: one belonged to Ganjolo, one to Peingipeiigi,

 one to Panakoingu, one to Genjala. They launbched their canoes to go out fishing:

 "We don't want the canoe of a man who debauched another man's wife," said they.

 So thev went out after bonito, leaving Ganjolo's canoe in the canoe house. Four

 days the people fished and caught nothing. Now there were four brothers there,

 and Ganjolo said to them: " At noon we shall launch the canoe and go forth." At

 noon they launched their canoe and went out to sea and caught fifty bonitos. These

 they hung upon a tree. The canoes of Simbo returned. " Koi," said they, " who

 has caught all this bonito ? " For they had gone even beyond Tapurai in search

 of bonito, but Ganjolo had remained close to Simbo, au-d caught plenty and hung

 them on a tree. The chief of Penigipenigi gave Ganjolo one orange-stained ring

 (mbakia). " Very well," said Ganjolo, " to-morrow let all the canoes put forth

 to catch bonito." The bonito came in shoals; they caught plenty and went

 home.
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 When Ganjolo died, his head was buried in the ground in Kuve where there

 are skull-houses. Sututava found it, and put it in his bonito shrine in Vuragare

 because he is a spirit of the bonito shrine (tormate inaru). Ganjolo has been called

 a god in the legends, but both Ndomo and Sulutava declared he was a man who had

 a bonito shrine (in'aru), not a god.

 The shrine in Matendiini is for bonito as well as for crops, but no one uses it

 now. The old woman of Matendiii is also called a " bonito shrine goddess " (tamasa

 inaru). (By the way, there is a shrine belonging to a " bonito god " (tamasa iso)

 in Pa Na Gundu. There is a sacred stump there.)

 Any one visiting Matendinli for the first time must stand on the " Jumping

 stones " (patu gasa), and jump four times, then he must go to the " breaking stone "

 (patu porcaporaka), which lies close to the god, and dash to pieces on it a shell. Then

 he drinks four times out of any leaf, and goes to. wash and put on lime. If he does

 not carry out these prescriptions he will fall ill.

 There is in Titiro, Karivara, a plantation shrine (tagoro), which is said to belong

 to a god. There is no stump (reinge). It was said that Lepo, the mortuary priest

 of Karivara, would offer first-fruits there with the words: " Here is the pudding

 for you the ghosts, the gods, the ndui, the red ant, the black ant, when you see us

 at sea, up trees, be propitious." (XL.) The prayer mentions everything " he savvy

 fight (or bite), fashion belong tamasa old time before." Kundakolo says that Titiro

 is only a skull-house.

 The God of Ndaipango.

 Simbo has a shrine in NdaipaAgo. Poreite is the priest; he says there is no

 stump (renge). Ndomo sa5ys there are no crop gods in Simbo and NdaipaAgo is the

 seat of a spirit (tomate). Pore speaks of this being both a tomate and a tomate tamasa.

 The shrine is also a plantation shrine (tagoro). The prayer used at the Smoked Nut

 Festival runs: " Here is yours, the gods, the ghosts, the chiefly dead ; I eat the new

 smoked nuts, the ndui, the red ant, the black ant, the centipede, the crocodile, the

 shark, the hermit crab . . . be propitious." (XLI.) (" He call all thing he

 savvy fight.")

 According to Pore some people who lived in Nyatuloki came to Ndaipafngo;

 thence they went to Titiro and thence to Koluka, so that there are now three god

 ghosts (tomate tamasa).

 Ndaipango is the only shrine where Pore Ite ministers. He may not kill sharks,

 crocodiles, or centipedes; they are the animals of the goddess of Nyatuloki.

 The Coming forth of the Gods.

 Leoki says: "The offerings at the skull-house are not sacred (tambu); but the

 cult of the gods is sacred indeed (tambuna sosoto)." Which is the native way of

 saying "' The god's cult is more sacred than the ghost's." The cult of the gods was
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 indeed kept strictly secret, but at the time of my second visit, Leoki, running short

 of stories, and of tobacco, told me the ceremonial after enjoining strict secrecy,

 especially towards the leaders and Njiruviri. He appears, however, to have been

 given away by the interpreter. His information was checked by reference to leaders

 in the ceremonies.

 It so happened that the cult was about to be held, for " The god was cold"

 (sa lomoso na tarnasa); no bananas had been cooked for him, so he was angry, and

 the crops were poor, and besides the parrots (makara) and bats were consuming the

 bananas.

 The ceremony is called votu tamasa, which appears to mean " the coming forth

 of the gods." It is not held periodically, like the ghost cult, but only when they

 think of it. "Some years they do it, some years they don't," says Kundakolo.

 "If they like they go, if they don't like they don't go."

 Of the four priests of the god of Momara, Pandanigeto is the chief. His prede-

 cessors were Gaolo, Suloko, Sambu. Their heads are not in Seseru, but the skull-

 house there was none the less spoken of as his.

 Panda was consecrated according to his own description thus:-Sambu, his

 "father " predecessor, scraped one branch of large kanarium (narn) and one branch

 of tumbi, and rumpled up one rotten leaf of rusi and wrapped the three up separately.

 Panda then took the Aari, and placing each hand on the opposite shoulder, he rubbed

 his body down to the feet four times; this he repeated with the tumbi and the rusi:

 then sitting down with crossed legs he rubbed the sole of each foot from heel to

 the toes with the opposite hand (the right foot with the left hand and vice versa).

 This is valid at once for the gods of Momara, Pa Tamasa, N'arivindavinda,

 Tambuleve.

 Concerning the ordination of the others we know nothing excepting Pinju.

 He holds office by heredity; his predecessor instructed him but used no charm

 (potana). The presumptive successors of Pinju are Sarakile, then Matanjofia, then

 Onde.

 On November 30th, 1908, Pandangeto and Vigu went together to Simbo to

 seek for the god's bananas (vundi tamasa). These are of the kind called vundi para;

 they are short and thick, with a yellowish skin and flesh. These bananas are neces-

 sary in order to " do the god " (taviti tamasa), and the people were somewhat in a

 fix as the god was angry, and they could not find the right sort. Panda failed on

 that day, and so the ceremony did not take place till the interval between my second

 and third visit.

 PandaiXgeto selects a bunch of unripe vundi para about the size of a finger, that

 the god may see that the food is bad " and pity us " (tarunin,gai). He takes them

 to Seseru and leaves them there. A bunch of king coco-nuts is selected with unripe

 nuts (mbika) of the size of areca-nuts, and taken to Seseru, where they are left like

 the other offerings, without a prayer. Then everyone goes to get ten bunches of
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 coco-nuts from Variingaru on the east coast; any kind will do and in any stage of

 growth at which they are edible (sura, mbulo, karukaru), but they are not to be allowed

 to drop; they must be lowered with a rope. These are also taken to Seseru. Lastly,

 they gather bananas of any kind and from any garden without regard to property.

 They tie them with mamaroko to sticks of ugugu, placing the stem alongside the

 stick, the base of the stem (vuna) being against the stick, and the tip (mbatuna)

 projecting beyond it. They leave the bananas with the coco-nuts together and add

 one yam. They all take part in these preparations; no one stays at home. Four

 twigs of vonjamboe are severally inserted into a paAgosia, an arm-ring, and two

 mbulau rings, and taken to Seseru.

 Next day they go back to Seseru to convey all these things up to Momara.

 Pandanigeto goes first carrying the paAgosia, Rembo follows with an arm-ring,

 Vigu comes third, and Matekolo fourth, each bearing a mbulau. Watasa, Rembo's

 voungest son, follows with the king coco-nuts, then the bearers of the ordinary nuts

 carrying them on the right shoulder only; then come forty banana bearers led by

 the one with the vundi para; Mia pitu closes the procession with the yam. This

 function is reserved for an only son. They may not use their tomahawks to hang

 the coco-nuts on, but cut branches of any fruit-bearing tree, such as sakita. They

 wear leaves of the pari pari fern on their heads. No one may go unless he carries

 something; children who can " walk about strong " are admitted. If any coco-nut

 falls on the way it is left, but the owner proceeds. As they go they sing out 6, e;

 it is not clear whether they do so all the way, or at what point they begin. Thev

 first go to Inusa, halt and count the coco-nuts, and then resume their march wailing

 (lukana) " mm "; this wailing is probably the same as we have written down above

 as 6, e. In Pakarau, a place where the god sits down, they deposit the bananas in

 a row on one side of the root of a tree, and the coco-nuts on the other side along the

 track, and count them. They set out again and about Mimimau, as they draw near

 to the god, they begin to cry out: " Ivi o, rupe i), mbeta o, Anari, vino, sakita, vundi,

 sika,,": etc., naming all the plants that yield food. In Momara they put down their

 burdens and stick their clubs or tomahawks in the ground in a row; they count

 the coco-nuts, remove the sticks used to carry them, and pile these up; they go

 and sit down some twenty yards from the shrine. The four priests (iama) sit down

 on an altar close to the god; Pandanigeto hangs the rings on the renge without a

 prayer; the other priests may not touch it. The people go to get firewood and

 sticks, and husk the nuts; any kind of wood is used. While the priests cook the

 bananas, Njoka skins the first bunch, the other people follow. They tear off the

 nuts by wringing them round and round; it is taboo to pull them off; if the shell

 breaks in the husking, the nut is thrown away; the rest are set down beside the

 iama, who break them but do not drink the milk. When the bananas are cooked

 Tahitian chestnut, rupe, bread-fruiit, large and small kanarium, sakita, banana. taro.
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 the iama say " Let us give food to them all." They accordingly stand one at each

 corner of the fire, two by the coco-nuts and two by the bananas, and hurl them at

 the people; to hand them over is forbidden; if anyone wants fire to smoke, it is

 thrown at him; if he has a shield, they aim at him, otherwise they throw anywhere.

 The yam is reserved for the god. When the turn comes for the priests to eat,

 Pandaiigeto places the food on four leaves of ekolo, and lays it on his forearm, the

 upper part of his arm being close to the body; when the other priests want to take

 it, he lets it fall. The raw bananas (vundi para) and the king coco-nuts are laid

 beside the god and left there to rot: they are his share. There is no prayer. After

 the food has been eaten, Rembo questions the god by the usual method of divination.

 When the ceremony took place in 1908, the god told them no one had visited him,

 so he caused the flying foxes and parrots to eat their food ; they had now come

 to him; they would " stop quiet"; there would be no more parrots or flying-foxes;

 they would make puddings and kill pigs. Then they go home in the reverse order

 to that in which they came : the man who came up last takes his tomahawk out

 first, and they set off at a run; if anyone trips up and falls, the others place their

 foot on his body as they run by.

 Women do not walk about in Narovo for the next three days; Sina (alias

 Henakivara), Rembo's wife, is the first to go abroad; they all put on a shoulder

 belt of ekeki and pendants of two geligeliolgili and two paripari on that occasion.

 Women may never go up to the tamasa places.

 Some time elapses between this ceremony and that at Nyatuloki.1 The one

 at Momara took place in the first half of December; they had not yet gone to

 Nyatuloki on January 4th. It is quite possible though that the presence of an

 inquisitive white man put it off. The vundi para, king coco-nuts, and the ordinary

 bananas and coco-nuts are left in Panakofigu on the first day. The coco-nuts must

 be lowered down and not allowed to fall. There is no yam. Next day they go to

 get the nuts from Panakongu and set out for Nyatuloki. Lumbi leads the way

 with a paAgosia; then come Rinju with a large ring; Nguruniguru with an arm-

 ring, and Atolo last of the four priests (iama) with a mbulau ring; NTgora

 pitu carries the king coco-nuts and Nenda the vucndi para. The first half is at

 the re-Age in Marondu; there they count the coco-nuts ; in Mboe they count

 them again; there is no reige there. Then they call out the names of all

 the food-bearing plants on the way. In Nyatuloki the coco-nuts are again

 counted, then Lumbi hangs the rings on the reitge; they all make an oven,

 whereas in Momara they roast the food; the coco-nuts are skinned and handed,

 not thrown; any man gives the priests their food. Then Njuki questions the

 goddess. They return at a run in inverted order. If anyone fall they place their

 foot on him.

 1 Summary by Alembule, detail by Nioka.
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 In Pa tamasa the order of the procession is Pandanigeto with a parAgosia. Rembo

 with a large ring, Vigu with a mbulau ring, and Misi also with a mbulau; other men

 go but carry neither bananas nor nuts. They call out the names of food plants.

 After Pandanigeto has hung up the rings without a prayer, they go to get coco-nuts,

 husk them in the bush; bananas are brouoght and baked or roasted. The food is

 distributed, not thrown, and none is left for the god. Rembo questions the god,

 then they walk off and go to bathe in the sea.

 Nl%arivindavinda is the next shrine to be visited. There are only two priests:

 Pandanigeto again carries the paingosia; followed by Reinbo with a mbulau; this

 according to Njoka, but Panda himself, who ought to know, says himself and Lumbi

 are the priests. A few men go with them carrying any kind of bananas, sweet yams

 (ndikindiki) and nuts. They call out the names of food plants on the NVay. Puddings

 are made, but not used for burnt offerings: " They don't make a burnt offering,"

 said Njoka, "it is a god, you know." (Ngara ke vavamiro: na tamasa ke.)

 Pandangeto says there is no prayer over the food: "It is not a skull-house," he

 explained. Njoka, however, records the following prayer used in putting the rings

 on the reAge: " This is the presentation to thee, the god, let me not be straitened,

 let me not die, let the bananas bear, the sweet yams grow big; let the rupe bear,

 let the ivi bear, let the banana bear big fruit, the sweet yam grow big; open thy

 hand, thou god, and let me live." (XLII.) No food is left for the god. Rembo

 does the divining.

 The next shrine to be honoured is that in Sosoi. The two priests are Vigu, who

 carries the paAgosia, and Rembo with a mbulau. One man carries vundi lalauru,

 a large kind of banana; a few men go with them and carry bananas and coco-nuts;

 there is no pause on the way. The nuts are husked in the bush, and they select

 large ones. They leave no food for the god. Vigu hangs up the rings without

 a prayer.

 In Vaire which comes next, Lumbi carries a large ring and a paibgosita; he alone

 is a priest; Nenda and Njukili accompany him with vundi lalauru. They cook the

 bananas, but leave none for the god.

 The ceremony at Tambu Leve is the last in Narovo; it onily has two priests;

 Pandafigeto who carries the paitgosia, and Rembo who carries the mbulau; Kalapa,

 Rembo's son, bears the basket of the priests (mani itama) containing nari nuts.

 Njiruviri also goes. They take sweet yams with them and make puddings; at least

 Njoka says so, but he may have confused the yearly offerings of first-fruits with the

 votu tamasa, for Pandafigeto says they cook bananas only. They agree, however,

 that an opossum is cooked and eaten; the god instructs them where to find one

 through divination with a shell ring (sarnbukai). There is no prayer. Those present

 may not eat much (manoto); thev are soon satiated (little bit he kaikai, he full

 up quick): this is a " tambu " peculiar to Tambu Leve. Rembo speaks to the

 god.
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 The other districts begin their ceremonies when those of Narovo are over.

 Kundakolo says in Ove they go to Matendifli after the rites at Momara and Nyatuloki

 are over.

 In Ove they start from Votuai. Pinju, our informant, leads with a mbulau

 ring; any man follows. Sarakile, his heir, carries a bunch of mature vundi lalauru;

 the rest carry bananas and coco-nuts of any kind; there are no king coco-nuts. They

 go to Kulipi without a halt; they roast vundi lalauru; Sarakile eats first and then

 the others; the remaining bananas are then roasted and eaten indiscriminately, the

 skins being left about. Sarakile and Ngeo skin coco-nuts, put the skins in a heap,

 and distribute the nuts. Pinju takes a ring with a stick of njanjala passed through

 it. leaves the njanjala on the ground, and puts the ring " on the god " with the

 words, "Here is yours, the god: be propitious to the crops, and let the food grow;

 be propitious and let the bonito leap forth." (XLIII.) There is no burnt offering

 or prayer when the Choiseul bananas (vundi lalauru) are cooked. They return in

 single file and inverted order.

 Kundakolo describes the ritual at Matendini thus

 If they want to make food and coco-nuts abundant (make kaikai and coco-nuts

 alive) they gather coco-nuts in all stages at which they are fit to drink or eat, and

 Choiseul bananas (vundi lalauru). The bunches are carried on sticks of l6mbu, rupe,

 Malay apple, or any fruit-bearing tree. No one may go empty-handed. They rest

 in Minjafia, Poloinule, where there is a hot spring, and Manoga Lima, about which

 place they begin to wail: "Hungry oh! hungry oh! " (mburana o, mburana o).

 The halts are intended as a rest, nothing is done there. When arrived at the top

 they leave their clubs anywhere. Lumbi, the priest, does not go and sit next to

 the god, but with the crowd; the bananas are cooked and eaten along with the

 coco-nuts; the food is handed, not thrown. There is no ofering of any kind. The

 sticks used to carry the bunches are taken from the lembu, rupe, Malay apple, or

 any fruit-bearing tree, and are piled up beside the sacred stump (re-ge) ; this, savs

 Kundakolo, applies to all gods. Lumbi puts the ring (ovala) on the stump with

 the words: " Be propitious, thou god here. I have come to thee, thou god; be

 propitious; let the banana trees bear, the coco-nut palms bear; I am hungry, so

 let them bear." (XLIV.)

 Weather Gods.

 The weather gods cause storms. The charm by which he is induced to raise

 a storm is called his ranimbo-i; rani means day and mbo-i night, so that it is a

 "day turned to night," that is simply a tempest. To still the weather is

 vambule.

 Sogaviri bought a charm (vagivambule) to. raise the north-west wind, and paid

 one arm-ring for it, though he has never used it. He takes a piece of piku wood,

 which he ties with any kind of creeper, and sets it afloat on the waters; be calls
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 the wind: "Come ashore, rage " (mu paro tu, mu nanulu). Soga has used the charm

 to lay (vambule) a north-westerly gale: he ties the stem of a piro plant round a

 branch of a vonjamboe that grows on the altar (ara); he then walks out in the sea

 with arms extended forward, as if to swim, then with four leaves of mbuni bails

 the water, saying: " Be still, go out to sea, thou salt water, and cease rain, be still."

 (XLV.) The same charm is used for rain.

 Both Njiruviri and Rembo know Magoana's gale (ranimbo-i). Ango, the narratot

 of the legend, also knows it.

 Hiro, half Rovianese, half Ysabellian, sold us an object consisting of a stick

 of ekolo with a mbulau ring tied on each side with the lave creeper; a section of a

 spiral shell (raAgo) is tied on either side of the tip of this stick. It is a copy of his

 Rovanese father's charm. It is stuck in the shield when they go abroad, its object

 is to prevent storms. If a gale does come, Hiro says: " Clear up, Mburavusu, clear

 up, Koluka, clear up in Leoko " (Mbule Mb., Mbule K., Mbule pa L.). Pa Leoko is

 in Gizo; Koluka is the skull-house in Simbo.

 Gaputu has in Kuve a shrine dedicated to the god Mburavusu, who is described

 as a god in the sea (tamasa pa n'ivere); it is in the shape of a Roviana skull wrapper

 (kukupolo). Next to it is a njanjala tree with a ring, one mbarava, one small ring

 (ovala) and some unfinished mbulau rings.

 Koluka lies with Kuve and Tiroagele on a small plateau called Patu Mbou.

 where they " hide their dead " ; one side is sheer down, the other fairly steep.

 In Koluka itself is a chief's skull-house (tambuna mate mbaAara) hung with rings

 ancient (mbariki) and modern (poata); beside it, in a bush of piro, stands a mouldy

 broken stump representing the god. Before it lie seven big stones called the " Seven

 Priests " (kavitu iama): no one may walk there. There is a big slab of stone called

 patu petapeta on which pudding is left for the dead but is not burnt. Underneath

 it is a conch shell, blown when the skull-house is rebuilt. There are no legends

 about the god.

 Rondi and Ndomo both know the charmn of the god of Koluka (tamasa Koluka),

 but not the original shrine; they both go to Tiroagele near Koluka. Rondi, to

 still the wind, takes a leaf of piro, tears the blade some way down both sides of the

 central vein, ties it round a stick, and puts it in Tiroagele. When he travels by sea

 he takes with him the talisman that hangs in his canoe-house; if a gale overtakes

 him he stills the waves with the words, " Mbule pa Koluka." Lemese of Simbo was

 Rondi's teacher.

 Ndomo hangs up a piro leaf in Tiroagele on the skull-house; he puts a creeper

 called miroreo into the sea. In his canoe he puts a pahgosia and a creeper called

 ekeke forward and kou aft. Both when he hangs up the piro and sets out to sea

 he says: " Be calm, you the gods, the ghosts, you five gods of Koluka " (Mbule gau

 na tamasa, na tomate, gau kalima tamasa pa Koluka).
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 Ngaiigai.

 Ngangai is an octopus; his abode is in Parokea at the foot of a rock, but he

 sometimes goes to Choiseul. Rove of Nduke says he is known only in Vellalavella

 and Mandegusu. It was 1Ngafigai who bade the people blow the conch when the

 skull-houses in Nariseru, Kindava and Tirolivotu were completed. He is a thievish

 god (tamasa ikiko): he steals rings from the shrines of gods and spirits and leaves

 them in Parokea. He follows canoes to sea; if a gale arises, he comes underneath

 and prevents the craft from capsizing. Once Rohgana and Leoki (who related the

 incident) were sleeping together in Velai, when Mateana seized Ronigana and carried

 him away through the air. "Where are you going ? That man is mine," said

 Ngafigai; "put him down." A rock arose in the sea, and Rongana stood on it.

 cc Oh, oh!" halloed Rongana, "come and fetch me: I am dead." INguruhiguru

 launched his canoe and fetched Rongana off.

 Kolondavi.

 Kolondavi is known in Simbo. He comes from Choiseul and is a shark,

 as Afigo's drawing shows; unfortunately we do not possess the legends

 there depicted. Kokoro, an important chief of Simbo, was a relative of

 Kolondavi's and went over to Choiseul to bring him over; Kolondavi settled in

 Nambavuru and taught the people how to build skull-houses, a custom he had

 learnt from Sambembaflara.

 Nanya's charm was taken down in the absence of an interpreter, and I made

 out that he puts a stick of vogi and a barringtonia (putu) nut to float on the sea,

 and hangs up varu. This causes wind.

 Te'fgesama.

 Tefigesama is a " god ghost " (tomnate tamnasa) of Manning Straits (Vagena). I

 cannot give the charm, but only the following prayer: " To (? from) Kia let him come,

 to lower Vagena, to upper Vagena, to Sila, to Vati, to Rogorogovoro, Matavagi, two

 old women of Mbikolia, to Na Kilo, to Ritamela, Putuo, Monohera, to Peahi Kapa,

 Kikopo, Male Ovana Gire Raviravi" (Pa Kia milani, pa Vagena peka, pa Vagena

 ulu, pa Sila, etc.). Some of these places we know to be in Manning Straits or Ysabel,

 and probably they all are. Nanya may not kill sharks, whales, porpoises (tovutovu),

 crocodiles, the coco-nut crab (tupe), the clams called moso and eau, a crab called

 kelagege, and two fishes with poisonous stings, the novu and the kelagege. The kapege

 is sacred to Kolondavi; the others to some god.

 The Parrot of Gage.

 Gage is a high island near Manning Straits. A nionstrous kind of conger used

 to live there, of the kind called suata. We saw a specimen about 31 feet long, with
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 brown skin black-spotted; the head was small with one single aperture for gills;

 it had teeth and a long soft dorsal fin; it is edible, but there is a black variety which

 is not. The one in Gage was a god (tamasa), and devoured men and canoes. When

 a canoe approached, a certain parrot used to cry " Kilo," then the suata came out

 and ate them. Here is Kundakolo's version:-

 The men of Ulusage went out to sea; they arrived in Gage: " Kilo," said

 this parrot; the conger jumped out and ate the canoe, ate them all up. " Alas!

 we are stricken, our men are perishing. Go, then, Sagulele, to sea," said Kolombisu

 and Njarara. " All right," said Sagulele, and went to Ysabel, " Come, I&galuvulu,

 and kill the conger; the canoes are perishing, the men are perishing." " All right,"

 said Ngaluvulu, and he went and arrived in Gage. " Come, go and get the Two

 Lafiono, " said they. Sagulele departed, he went down to Veala: "The canoes are

 perishing, the men are perishing; come then you Two Lafiono and kill the suata."

 "Good," said the Two Lafiono, "let us go." So they came to Gage, and now they

 were three. "If I cry kilo, come out and bite him," said the parrot. They came

 out and bit the conger that it died. They bit it into small pieces, and put the

 fragments on the land, where they were changed into stone; there are a lot of

 stones in Gage; these are the fragments of the suata. Ngaluvulu changed into

 stone, and the stone is now in Gage. The Two Lafiono went back to Veala.

 (XLVI.)

 The name of the Karu Lafiono means literally the two logs on which the canoe

 rests; they are sacred (tambu) sharks in Veala; they go before the canoes of the

 Roviana and Ngerassi people on their way to Vagena, and fight other kinds of

 sharks.

 Kundakolo's drawing of the legend (P1. XVIII, Fig. 2) excited great indignation

 among the people of Roviana; they were unanimous that he was wrong (koha):

 Ngaluvulu should be on the other side of the picture, nor should he take any part in.

 the carnage, for he arrived too late; finally the two fishes called makoto are missing

 who decoyed the conger out of its hole. Nguambule at my request drew what he

 considered to be the truth.

 The death of the parrot was told by INanya

 The parrot (na kilo) kept watch on a mountain. "How shall we kill him?"

 they said; "it kills many a man." The god of Mbatono (te Mbatowo) first made

 rain and wind in plenty; they jumped up to catch the parrot, but could not. " Come,

 you, raise a big wind and sea with rain; I am not powerful, your turn now," said

 the god of Mbatonto to Kolondavi. So Kolondavi made wind and rain; the sea

 came up the beach; that shark said: " I'll kill him." He jumped up and fetched

 down the parrot and drowned it. " I can do as much," said the god of Mbatonto,

 and completely submerged one place. Now men live, since the parrot is dead;

 formerly they could not go near the place.
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 Our orthography of Sagulele varies: we spell it Saulele, or Savulele also; Sagulele

 is the most probable. The following legend concerning the Big Shark of Ganonga

 (mbagea lavata) may relate to Sagulele:

 They went and caught fish in a net; they caught some but refused to give any

 to two children, who went and told the old woman at home: " They have caught fish

 in the net, but will not give us any," they said. " I pity you," said she, " the sun

 was hot, you were hungry, but they would give you nothing; do not go with them

 to-morrow." They stayed at home while the rest went out fishing. They threw

 the net into the sea; the fish and turtle entered the net. A big shark god (tamasa)

 ate up all the men with their arm-rings, clubs and shields; so they all died.

 Kusi of Ganofiga, for a fee of one orange-stained ring, told Kundakolo the legend

 together with the taboo on trees (kenjo). This is the taboo that is called kenjo

 tamasa, or god's taboo, in Ganofga; it is identical with the shark taboo. Kundakolo

 may not kill the shark nor the centipede; the one bites in the sea, the other on land.

 Kundakolo also knows the Loga Tambuna, or rather charm of the God of Loga

 Tambuna (Tamasa pa Loga Tambuna); it causes the north-east wind. We have

 a drawing of the shrine in Loga Tambuna. The man facing us is making a storm

 (vagi ranimboiti); on his left is one holding a small ring (ovala) and paviigosia; these

 are two images actually on the altar; to the right stands the paiAgosia vambute

 (wind stilling talisman), and on the ledge we see mbelama meka or a single frigate-

 bird, also called mbelama ranimbo-hi, frigate-bird of storms, because it flies about

 when a storm is impending. The zigzag lines represent one or more stumps (kokombu)

 that drift on the sea and on which the frigate-birds rest. In Loga Tambuna lies a

 big trunk of the figema tree. The frigate-bird is represented on the shrine by a long

 stone (i,gele kakasa).

 Nagua.

 Sulutava knows a wind charm with its legend: Peata, his " Father," revealed

 it to him. The following is a translation of a mixture of the narrator's vernacular

 and the interpreter's pidjin

 The men of Zhava made canoes; four hundred went on board; they beached

 their canoes and went up to the fort (mbara); they went and killed one hundred;

 thirty were killed by the defenders of the fort. They went down to the beach and

 returned to Zhava. " Did you find them, my sons ? " said Nagua. " How many

 times did I not tell you not to make a canoe ? Now you have killed men you will

 die." "Let us dig up, food," said they, " and make puddings for the war feast

 (tundu)." They made puddings one day, next day they held the war feast (tundu).

 "Come, let us cut off your hair, mother, let us hold the feast together," said the

 men of Zhava to Nagua. They cut off her hair. " If you take of rny hair you will

 see me no more, you will lose your mother," said Nagua. But they cut off her

 hair, whereupon she sank into the ground and disappeared. As she went down she
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 threw a root of kuruvette behind her; she threw aivo and a weather charm, and

 pasapasa. She went down till she reached the bottom; then she went through the

 sea and saw Leazha: " Heigh ! you'll be my wife." So she married Leazha. The

 children of Nagua went for a swim close into the shore: a whale came along towards

 the beach with Nagua behind: her children knew her: " Our miother, why did

 you not come ? We sorrow for vou." "I told you," said Nagua, " if you cut off

 my hair you shall see me no more; now I am married to a whale and shall return

 no more." When she began to speak she was still human; as she went on she

 assumed the tail of a shark. " Do not cry, my sons; I am a goddess now; go home,"

 said Nagua, " I am married to a god." They sat down: " We see our mother:

 how can we get her back ? She is married to a god, and is now a shark," said

 the four children as they sat upon the beach. Then they flew up to the sky; they

 had changed into birds, one mnan and three women.

 Sulutava cannot make wind or rain; he only knows how to make them cease

 (vambule); he makes a pudding of coco-nut oil and taro and offers it up in a fire

 of driftwood (kokombu), saying, " This is your porridge, the gods, Nagua, Leazha,

 Patareke, Pirumbaflara, Njinjo, Kololuka, Kulikanna, Takula, i Kindu, i Mbera, i

 Peata (Pina na polo tamugau na tamasa, etc.)." Except Nagua and Leazha they are

 all spirits (tomate) of Vellalavella. Patareka is known in Munda, and his story has

 been illustrated by Anigo.

 If caught in a storm at sea, Sulutava spits pasapasa on the sea and says: "Clear

 up, clear up in Ovaka, clear up in Keleve, clear up in Veala, clear up, clear up in

 Mburavusu, clear up, clear up in Koluka, clear up, clear up in Matovagi." Ovaka

 and Keleve are in Choiseul, Matovagi lies in Ysabel. Sulutava may not kill the

 whale because it is Leazha, nor the shark because it is Nagua. Should he kill a shark,

 other sharks would sink his canoe.

 Kumbokota Gods.

 Takele of Kumbokota warned Kapu not to kill pigeons because of Nyatulokete;

 Sogara told him not to kill bats because of Nyatulongi; both are weather gods

 (tamasa vambule) of Kumbokota.

 It was a very comnmon practice for anyone when rain came on to call out "Mbule,

 Mbule,' without mentioning any names of gods.

 Crocodiles.

 To every direct inquiry in Eddystone and Roviana it was answered that the

 crocodile is not a god but a spirit (tomate). Nevertheless it constantly appears in

 prayers to gods, and is sacred to the god of Nyatuloki.

 Ghosts and Weather.

 A spirit or ghost (tomate) can also cause bad weather. We have seen that

 Njoka and others refused to take part in the rebuilding of the skull-house in Afigi.
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 Shortly afterwards they went to Vellalavella to buy a slave, but foul weather

 prevented their return. Njiruviri in Eddystone went out in a canoe to consult

 spirits, and I went with him. Njiruviri said: " Come down, you spirits and sway

 the canoe, and be propitious." No response. " You will not ? " Still no answer.

 " You refuse to come down ? " He then gave it up. Later Rembo consulted them

 with an arm-ring; the spirits told him they were angry with Njoka because of Angi,

 and he might as well stop away altogether. They forgave him, however, for Sogaviri's

 sake, who had taken part in the rebuilding and was with Njoka.

 Foreign Gods.

 Information was obtained in Eddystone about some gods belonging to other

 islands.

 Higalonji was the god of Nduke, who knocked off the top of Patukio. Here is

 a translation of a fragment about him:-

 He is a god in Nduke, a great god. He made the mountain in Nduke; he

 was a god in Nduke and lived on a big rock. He made the big lake like Pa Na

 Pugele. He made fishes, sharks; there are crocodiles in the lake; he made the

 big mountain in Nduke. He went to Manning Straits; in Patauloko he made

 then he went to Ysabel; in Ysabel he remained with his wife and son;

 then he sent back the child to Nduke; there the child lived in Nduke, the father

 in Ysabel.

 A sacred ring (poata) was brought for sale. It was made by a marine god

 (tamasa pa n'ivere). After some reflection the name was given as Heleveni; but

 they seemed so uncertain that it was not bought.

 The mbetambeta grass, says Kundakolo, belongs to the god of Kusage (tarnasa

 pa Kusage), a snake. His name is Tatambarambara. I-le and Higalonji had a

 feud (kana). Higalonji went over to Nduke in a canoe and killed ten mnen. "I

 have no canoe," said Tatambarambara; "never mind, I shall swim on the sea,"

 and he swam. He came to Nduke, and with his tail killed ten men. " Tatam-

 barambara came to kill ten men here; I don't care, I'll go to Kusage," said Higalonji,

 and went and killed twenty. "Alas! I am undone (mate)," said Higalonji, "I shall

 go to his country." He went and killed forty men. "Alas! I am dead," said

 Tatambarambara, and killed fifty; he killed the people of Rano to a man. "Very

 good," said Higalonji, " I shall give money to Kalu Vesu." He went to Tetepare,

 and gave one small ring, one arm-ring, one racvgo, one parAgosia, and one orange-stained

 ring to Kalu Vesu. " I don't want them," said Kalu Vesu, " give me mbetambeta,

 that I may plant it in my country." So Iligalonji took some and presented it-to

 Kalu Vesu, who went over to Kusage. He flew. up like a bird; he saw a man and

 killed him, saw another and speared him; he killed out all the men of Kusage.

 Tatambarambara came out from his stone and seeing not one remained: " Oh!

 VOL. LII. X
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 there is not one left," he said. " Kalu Vesu has killed them all and gone back to

 Tetepare." He came out and went to Rano, and killed all the men there with his

 tail: nought remained but the birds; that is why there are no men now in Rano.

 Then they made peace by exchanging five orange-stained rings; the feud was settled

 and they desisted (mbule na kana peAgari mbeto arn karu).

 General Remarks.

 The knowledge of the gods is very shaky. Their real names seem to be scarcely

 known, and confusion occurs. Thus Leoki confused the god of Momara with the

 one whose bones are in Afigi, and Kundakolo mixed up the god of Momara and the

 goddess of Nyatuloki.

 To the gods are ascribed certain antiquities such as the mbariki, rudely made

 and cumbrous shell-rings, which are highly valued. They were the money of the

 gods. Sacred rings or riko, though very modern in appearance, are also ascribed

 sometimes to the gods or to those of old (rna kami rani). Wonders are put down

 to them: thus they suggested there was a -god inside our typewriter, and the White

 Man was compared to a god, because of the wonders he performs.

 VII.-NUTTING.

 There are two kinds of kanary nuts (Canarium sp.), the vino and the hiari. As

 we could only distinguish them by the size, we shall term them small and large

 kanary nuts.

 The tree is a very lofty one; a grove of them is called aoro, which also means

 year. The husk of the nut is dark purple, and has a flavour which recalls a carrot.

 The shell has three edges, like a Brazil nut, and is very hard. The kernel is very

 oily, and easily slips out of its skin when picked. When the husk is green and the

 kernel unripe, it is called mbulokana; when it is fit to eat but the internal skin is

 still white and the husk green, it is paiga; when fully matured it is kuku.

 The " black kanarium " (r,ari ndavala) has a black skin round the kernel. The

 "cracked (?) kanarium " ('harn kake) has a shell ready cracked; this appears to be

 a peculiarity of certain trees. The hermaphrodite (rambeke) is intermediate between

 the Aarn and the vino.

 Eddystone, especially Narovo, is rich in nuts, and exports them.

 Climbing Charms.

 There are plenty of expert climbers in Eddystone, whereas in Roviana only

 one man here and there has any skill. Charms are used to protect against falls;

 they are called mamarana, that is " light." Of the four whom we know to have

 possessed such charms, three were women.
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 N'eta, Sogaviri's wife, collects the kilakila creeper and next day makes string

 (gwaro) out of it; she places this on a mat, folds over one side of the mat, then the

 other. The following day she takes out the string after saying: " The mamarana

 (four times), be proptitious, you the mamarana, be propitious, you Nau who knew

 the mamarana, Tago, be propitious, Pondo marnmarana, thou Kila, Nanulu, who

 knew the mamarana, Narega, who knew the mamarana, Noe, Ndcsena, Mbaki,

 Kaene, Valeke, they who knew the mamarana." (XLVIIA.) Another version runs:

 "Mamarana (four times), be propitious, be propitious you spirits of the macmarana,

 strengthen the branch and be propitious when these men climb; let his hand clutch

 it, let his nails clutch it, let his leg clutch it, be propitious, mamarana, I say."

 (XLVIIB.) The men then tie it over one shoulder and under the other arm; if

 there is enough string they put it on crosswise. She hangs several leaves of othgo-gu

 on the neck, also pepeu, one pair (mbatu) of piku leaves; one of pusi, two leaves

 of malanjiri are tied on the hand. There is no stroking (-Agula) " because it is not

 a cure (salafta)." If a man in spite of the charm falls, he is not killed. If anyone is

 killed by a fall, Neta is the first to go up to the body. She makes a noise (toka)

 as in driving away pigs, and throws stones into the bush all round; the rope with

 which the man climbed remains hanging down from the tree; she puts her foot

 (lalagia) upon the dead body, holding anto (turmeric ?) in her hand and abuses

 him: " Dung ! Confining house ! After birth ! " (Na tea, savo, na iAgange.) She

 then pulls down the man's rope and cools it with two leaves of pepeu in each hand,

 and spitting awo upon it says: " Depart for ever, thou ghost, do not come back to

 this country, thou ghost here, and do not . . . do not think of this country;

 this is your going and do not come back, go down to Ganonga." (XLVIII.) The

 men then carry off the rope. N~eta also spits (kusuruma) on the body and all round

 it; the corpse is then removed with shouting and throwing of stones. iNeta heads

 a troop armed with stems of piro with which they threaten as with a spear; the

 body is cast into the sea, followed by a shower of stones, sticks and leaves. The

 man need not be killed on the spot to. be thus ill used, for one who fell down in

 Pepere and died before reaching Olepeninga was cast into the sea.

 Neta can also cure a man whose fall was not fatal; she strokes (itgula) with the

 leaf and tuber of arwo, saying: " Be propitious, thou spirit of the marnarana and cause

 this man to live; let him not die." (XLIX.) She hangs pepeu, piku, pusi and

 oxigocigu on the neck and malanjiri on the hand; akto and pasapasa are spat

 (kusurunia); the string of kilakila is put on as a shoulder-belt with the same prayer

 as when preparing men for the ascent. The cure lasts four days. There is no food

 taboo. The cure came to Neta through her " father," iNafiulu.

 Misi's mamarana was brought from Kiamba near Kokohalle in Roviana by a

 siri, a red bird that eats coco-nut. Misi learned it from his mother for a fee of one

 shell-ring. He makes string (gwaro) of pilisiu skinned and dried in the sun; he

 x 2
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 passes the strings through an arm-ring, ties them round it, and puts the whole into

 a mat; next morning he puts on each man two, first on the right, then on the left,

 saying (pitoa): " Here is the string, you manarana, let us climb, be wondered at,1

 hang on, stand on, and be propitious; if I fall, let me not die." (L.) The leaf

 called elelo matena in indeterminate quantity is eaten with betel mixture. If a man

 falls and dies, Misi's mother goes first to put her foot on the body, and is followed

 by other women; it is forbidden to men; they may not even look on while the

 women convey the body to the sea with abusive language. If the man is not killed,

 Misi puts string (gwaro) upon him and hangs pepeu on his neck. He made a state-

 ment to be received with caution, that he could not cure a man who had not put on

 ntamarana before going up.

 The New Year.

 Before the small kanary is quite ripe they hold the titikele. We were told that

 it occurred before our arrival. It occurs ten days before the festival of vahimbi,

 so that either the latter festival must have been going on for some time before we

 became aware of it, or the titikele really took place during our sojourn unknown

 to us. Our information is slight, but may be quite complete notwithstanding.

 Two sprays of small kanary leaves (kele) are tied on the skull-house on each side, and

 puddings are made with last year's large kanary nuts. As a specimen of prayer we

 were given the words: " Eat the new crop, I hang up the bunches for you, the

 ghosts." (LI.) The same procedure is followed, they say, as at the offering of first-

 fruits (vahimbi). If no priest (iama) be present, they hang the bunches on the

 vonjamboe tree. The ceremony is held first at the skull-house in Angi.

 Harvest.

 -The tree, as was mentioned, is ascended by means of ropes; the vino has strong

 branches which, if tied together, will bear the man's weight as he goes about picking

 the nuts. In Ove, Pinju climbs first of all, and performs the ceremony of Hiding

 (Golomo) described in the chapter on gods (Pt. II).

 In breaking the nut, the custom is to lay it down, and with one blow of a stone

 to strike off the husk and crack the shell along the edge. According to Keana this

 method is not enjoined by a taboo, as is the method of breaking the large kanary.

 As the nut is small and has to be held between the thumb and forefinger, a stone

 is inconveniently large; a small hammer (kimo) is therefore preferred ; a bit of

 kanda creeper is thinned down so as to be very flexible; the end is bent back, a

 long round stone or a piece of iron is inserted in the loop and bound fast with puloso

 or European stuff; string and the lave creeper are also used to wind round the haft.

 Thus a small hammer with a flexible haft is obtained. A sharp blow with this will

 husk and crack the nut.

 1 Because not every one can climb.
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 First-Fruits.

 The first-fruits of the small kanary have to be offered to the spirits under pain

 of their displeasure, which causes sickness; the spirits that cause this disease are

 called Ave. This ceremony is called vahimbi, a foreign name to judge from the h.

 It also seems to be called aoro garamba, that is the " New Year," or " New Crop."

 The festival opens at the skull-house in Angi; then comes Pa Soi, then Pa vino;

 all three are " place belong tamasa (god)," and the god prescribed the order; the

 other skull-houses follow indiscriminately. We witnessed the whole ritual at Mbakia

 on June 16th, and comiments upon it were afterwards obtained. The party, including

 Nareti as priest (Pt. I, p. 105), proceeded up into the bush; they carried a big

 cylindrical mortar (kokale) and pestle (tutu). On arriving at the site, Nareti began

 to cut down the fernsy with an iron knife, and pull down the high sinu stems that

 enclosed the skull-house with its growth. This skull-house was of the usual

 type with galvanized-iron roof, three mbariki, one shell-ring and one ra'ngo.

 The leaves hung up at the titikele were still there; a platform, tabooed to laymen,

 extended before the house. It belonged to Njiruviri, Nareti and others, who were

 all present but two. One boy not connected with the skull-house attended by

 invitation, and one man because of his wife. After he had finished his work, Nareti

 came and sat in the part that is not sacred (tambu). A fire was lit with matches

 and sweet yams and bananas laid upon it in their natural state; a basket full of

 small kanary nuts ready shelled and cooked was opened; these nuts were said to

 come from a sacred (tambu) tree in Pea reserve exclusively for the festival of first-

 fruits (vahimbi). Some of it was placed on the sacred platform, whence Nareti took

 it and emptied it in a clam-shell (moso) in which he pounded up the nuts and sweet

 yarns with a stone pounder; the pudding so made he tied up in a sinu leaf and

 placed it on the stone foundations of the skull-house; with an ember from the other

 fire he kindled a little wood on the stones, tore a strip of the envelope of the pudding,

 and taking some pudding put it on the fire and spoke some words; he then tied

 the sinu leaf on a vonjamboe tree. After fanning the fire into a flame, he withdrew

 to his former place. In the meantime the sweet yams had been pounded up, and

 then nuts were added, and the whole pounded up again. Nareti received some of

 this pudding, and placed part of it on the common fire as an cffering (vamiro) and

 ate up the rest. It seemed not unimportant that the pudding laid on the altar

 should be wholly consumed, since Nareti twice went to fan it again and got some

 more firewood to activate it. Puddings were then wrapped up in sinu leaves heated

 to make them Supple; everybody received one, including Nareti. These puddings,

 being made at a skull-house, are taboo to women; we all ate some and wrapped up

 the remainder to carry away. Before going down again, Nareti went up to the house,

 took off his arm-ring, and held it up and spoke: various questions were suggested

 by the onlookers, one concerning the " tini vaka," or White Men the ring for a
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 long time did not move; at last Nareti's arm began to whirl round, generally going

 round twice at a time, sometimes only once, at others eleven or twelve times; the

 rate varied, once there was a pause during which the hand vibrated, then the whole

 arm was again whirled round. After some forty-eight answers, as it appeared, we

 took the way home in an order which bore no relation to that of our going up, and

 proceeded to discuss the ceremony. As a specimen of the words spoken while putting

 the pudding into the sacred fire we were given the following: " Here is the pudding

 for you the ghosts, be propitious, let us not be ill, we men." (LII.) The pudding

 first given to Nareti is called " first pudding " (yamu vakenu). When putting some of

 it in the fire he says: " Here is the pudding for you the spirits; eat first; let us

 men eat afterwards." (LIII.) If Nareti does not eat all he puts the rest into the

 fire or gives it to an old man. Mbiu, another priest, says he hangs what he leaves

 on a tree. The ghosts were slow in answering when questioned, so they were told

 to be quick as we wanted to go; it was suggested they might be afraid of the

 White Men present, but they did not object, and they assure(d us we should not

 be ill.

 Not all priests (iaama) can divine (nanasa); for instance Mbiu; someone has

 to do it for him. Curiously enough, Kundaite cannot divine, though he can conjure

 up ghosts at Londu (Pt. I, p. 94). If there is no priest they put into the cooking fire

 (iku paparagu) a pudding pounded in an ordinary mortar, and a layman ties the

 sinu leaf on the vonjamboe. The clam-shell and mortar are kept in the skull-

 house.

 The attendance in Mbakia seems to have been quite a large one-nine men,

 not counting ourselves. Other skull-houses seem to be disposed of quite perfunc-

 torily. At one of them the attendance consisted of the priest and his daughter

 only, and he did not know the namnes of the inmates. A woman could attend here,

 because there were women's skulls along with the men's; at Mbakia women might

 not attend. At another skull-house there were four women and a boy of ten or

 thereabouts; he had to make the burnt offering in the common fire. We attended

 a burnt offering in Pa Na Gundu, where there was no priest, only a man and two

 boys. The man burned some pudding in the common fire, and tied on the vonjamboe

 tree the pudding intended for the sacrificial fire (iku vavamiro) ; there was no " first

 pudding."

 First-fruits are also offered at shrines such as that of the Mad One (tuturu) in

 Tetege.

 The rites went on all through July. We believe that in Pa Na Gundu was as

 late as August. The people do not wait till they are all over before they begin

 eating nuts.

 The following specimen of prayer was given by Mbiu, the priest: " This is the

 pudding for you ghosts, I eat the new crop; be propitious, let the branches be strong,

 let the ropes be strong." (LIV.)
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 Puddings.

 Meanwhile the nuts are being used actively for profane feasts and everyday

 consumption; if a man invites others to come and pick his nuts for him he has to

 pay in the shape of a " kaikai." Thus Lembu entertained his friends in Marondu

 on July 26th; he cooked bread-fruit and bananas, and, as usual, the guests prepared

 the food. Owing to numbers, a long trough was used instead of the ordinary mortar.

 These troughs, also called kokale, are like dug-out canoes; the hollow has vertical

 sides, square ends, and greater depth than breadth; the solid wood runs out to a

 point. The length varies, but we have seen none as large as in Roviana, and none

 on which any art had been displayed. The pounders, men and children, sat in a

 row on either side. As pestles they had cut thick branches, and removed the bark

 at one end. It was jolly work, and variations in rhythm enlivened the proceedings.

 About half will pound in slow time and the others in double time (tekuteku), while

 one or two strike the sides of the trough in rapid measure and varying rhythm;

 sometimes they drop into a slow measure, thumping the bread-fruit, then drawing

 the pestle towards them so as to strike the rim of the trough; then getting tired of

 the sport, they dropped into an irregular go-as-you-please. Bananas were pounded

 up with the bread-fruit; this was taken out and spread on a leaf of poro; pounded

 nut (mine) was added and kneaded into it; the whole was made into the shape of a

 roly-poly, which was divided into balls for puddings. Puddings thus made are called

 rahi, and are used when the nuts are not abundant, in order that they may not run

 out too soon. Otherwise the nuts are pounded into the dough. When the feast is

 over the trough is overturned, the pounder is stuck between the wall plate and the

 thatch. The small mortars are stuck on the pestles. Before use a mortar is held

 over the fire to smoke out the insects.

 Besides bananas, sweet yams, and bread-fruit, taro and horse taro are used.

 Taro seems to be the most prized.

 The pudding is laid on a leaf of sinu, which is folded and tied round with the

 partly detached rib.

 Yamu is the generic term for pudding, but it also refers more particularly to

 pounded puddings as opposed to grated ones. Ivo is made of bananas scraped raw

 out of their skins and pounded up with nuts, then cooked. Ragese is the most

 esteemed kind ; it is made with taro, or failing that, with horse taro (via). The

 taro is grated on corrugated iron pierced with holes; formerly they used a grater

 made of branches of thorn (kanda) tied parallel to one another. The grated stuff is

 then pounded up with nuts, and taken out of the trough with a paddle. The

 puddings are then cooked in hot stones. The oven is not sunk in the ground, but

 the hot stones are contained between four logs, leaves are laid on them, and pierced;

 the puddings are heaped on these leaves, and the whole is again covered with leaves

 with a few hot stones on the top. Such puddings are less gluey than the pounded

 ones. Huge grated puddings, called patu n'yamu, are made for the vavolo festival.
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 Nuts are also eaten plain, raw or roasted; they can be mnixed with edible leaves,

 such as ande and neka.

 Smoked Nuts.

 Nuts are smoked for keeping. They are then made into packages. The ndena

 is a- square parcel wrapped in sinu leaves and tied with kanda; it looks like a small

 pillow. The mbomboro is much larger and more elaborate; it is in shape like a large

 thick sausage, several feet long. Some are made " as thick as a schooner's mast."

 The nuts are pounded and pressed together, and wrapped in leaves of kitikato, and

 wound round with a strip of bark. The whole is enclosed in leaves of sinu; njinrono

 creeper is tied lengthwise very close together; the strings, as it were, are kept from

 slipping by njirAono tied round the mbomboro at intervals, forming a loop round every

 string, a method called rh,atii,atina; or else the njihono may be wound spirally

 round. The ends of four strips of yako forming a cross are enclosed in one end of

 the mbomboro; the yako is plaited to form a cord to suspend the whole. Mbomboro

 are rare in Eddystone, and the technique appears to belong to Vella1avella, two

 dummies were made for us by a man of Vellalavella. Pinupinusu appears to be

 another term for the same packing. These packages are kept over the smoke.

 Large Kanary Nuts.

 The large kanary nuts begin about August.

 The branches of the tree that bears the large kanary are too weak to bear a

 man's weight; they cannot therefore be picked like the small kanary nuts, but

 must be pulled off with a pole at the end of which a hook is tied to form a hook.

 The nuts, being larger, are cracked with stones; it is absolutely necessary to

 stand it up in striking off the husk, then lay it down. To proceed as is done with

 the small kanary would make the tree barren: this is the subject of a tambu. The

 same method is practised in Roviana, but enforced by convenience and not by a

 taboo; the reason there given is that the husk of the large kanary nut is too thick

 to be struck off with the same blow as cracks the shell.

 Smoking.

 It is not usual to make the large kanary nuts into packages, such as the mbomboro,

 though it is done. They are generally preserved in their shells, probably because

 they are not husked and cracked with one and the same blow like the small variety.

 The unshelled nuts are heaped upon the shelf (njanjaraka) over the smoke; for

 trade they are plaited round with coco-nut leaf into a bell-shaped package; the plait-

 ing ends at the top in two tails by which they are hung. Nuts often go bad in the

 shell, and are then called nyete; they are not wasted, for during the slow proceedings

 of a sacrifice, some will spit them on the rib of a coco-nut leaf and roast them, thus

 making them palatable.
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 Snoked Nut Eestival.

 Nuts smoked in the shell are called nduki; the fruits, the " new smoked nuts,"

 as they are called (nduki garamba) must be offered to the spirits; though fresh nuts

 are eaten freely, the baskets of preserved nuts may not be consumed till the burnt

 offerings have been held. I witnessed this ceremony as performed on November

 20th in Afigi, which here, as at the New Year, opens the series of sacrifices. The

 party present consisted of fourteen men and boys, including Rembo, the chief,

 Pandahgeto, the priest of the gods, and Soge, the mortaiary priest. Soge cleared

 away the growth all round; then pounded up some nuts in a small mortar taken

 from inside the skull-house; he added no taro or anything. He emptied the mortar

 on four leaves of ugugu, and then put the nuts bit by bit into the fire; while he

 did so, Pandangeto spoke the following prayer, each clause of which corresponds to

 four portions of nuts as put into the fire. The prayer runs: " Yours the thousand

 earthquakes, yours the thousand droughts. Yours the priests. Yours the Scolding

 Stump. Yours the priests. Yours the Stranded Stump. Yours the priests." And

 so he goes on, mentioning various shrines of gods, followed by their priests. Then

 he proceeds: " Yours Vama Ite. Yours Vama Lavata. Yours the whale. Yours

 the viroitgu. Yours the crocodile. Yours the shark. Yours the king fish. Yours

 the wasp. Yours the kelagege. . . . Yours the centipede. Yours the red ant.

 Yours the black ant. Yours the ndui, the menemene." (LV.) No one would have

 guessed that Panda was praying- he was squatting on the ledge above the skull-

 house, and seemed to be looking vacantly, while the others went on with their work.

 The earthquake probably refers to the god of Momara, and I conjecture the drought

 to refer to the goddess of Nyatuloki. The vasi jama or vasiama are the deceased

 priests. Njura pounded up two puddings and gave one to Njukili, who ate first

 because he used to be priest in Afigi; the other he gave to Soge, who ate next.

 IPandangeto took the folioles of a coco-nut leaf, and detached the blade from the rib

 on either side part of the way down; on each rib he spitted two sets of four nut

 kernels; he tied the free ends of the blades on a vonjamboe tree about ten yards

 from the skull-house. This is called susuni, and is done at all the skull-houses, but

 not exactly in the same way. After this, puddings were eaten as usual. The offering

 of plain nuts, without taro or sweet yams, is peculiar to Angi.

 In Ogogo there are coco-nut trees specially reserved for hanging up kernels

 (susuni); these palms are taboo to women and small boys. In Patumini we found

 the coco-nut rib bent in two and placed astraddle on a branch with kernels spitted

 on each end. Mbiu strings four kernels at each end of eight ribs, and hangs them

 up, four on either side of the skull-house; this suni, as it is called, belongs to the

 ghosts (tomate). Then he makes a pudding of smoked nuts and sweet yams, saying:

 " This is the pudding for you, the ghosts, ward off sickness, disease; let us be whole;

 be propitious, you ghosts." (LVI.) If no priest is present, a layman hangs the nuts

 on the vonjamboe.
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 In Pa Soi, Misi puts four puddings in the common fire. In Pa Vino, Soge

 offers up four puddings. There is no formal prayer of the varavara type at either of

 these places.

 The smoked nuts were offered up in Titiro, Karivara, on the same day as at

 Pa Soi. The prayer has been given in the chapter on gods.

 On November 26th the festival was held in Kuve, near Koluka. The skull-house

 was of corrugated iron and small, but judging from the numbers and personages

 present, not unimportant. Puddings were made with taro. Unfortunately, the

 burnt offering took place while we were looking round the place; but they said

 pudding and bonito were offered up, for ten bonitos had been caught; after that

 every one ate bonito and pu-dding. Kainyira, the priest, and Mboka both failed

 to get an answer in divining with the shell ring, but Ronda succeeded, and replaced

 the shell ring on the branch. On the way down Kainyira parted from us, taking

 just enough pudding to offer up at another shrine. He went alone.

 Export.

 Nuts being abundant in Eddystone are exported: a mbomboro some 3 feet

 high and 4 inches thick is worth a shield. The export is to Lufiga, Ganofiga, and

 Roviana.

 The Stolen Mbonboro.

 By Leoki.

 The people were in a certain place gathering nuts and making mbomboro. Two

 mnen went out to Rombu; all the people were away at noon; they went in, saw

 a mbomboro and stole it. Another day they all went gathering nuts again and left

 them in the house; there was no one in the house; the two men went again to

 steal. "This is the second time we have put nuts into the house; we have not seen

 the thieves. Put me in a big mbomboro and hang it up in the house, so that I may

 keep watch," said Tuilutuniuponda. They put hinm inside a mbomboro, and hung him

 up underneath the house. " You go to the place you want to go to work in; I

 shall remain in the house and keep watch for the two who steal our nuts." " Let

 us go," said the two men, " everybody is away; let us go and steal." " Now you

 stay here, I shall follow the path to look at the house. If no man is there, we

 will go; if there are people, let us not go into the house." He stood near the house

 and saw no one; he looked all round. He went back to fetch the one who was

 keeping watch on the path; they came to the house. " There is nobody in the

 house; take a stick and let us carry this rnbornboro here." They carried it and set

 out: it was Tufiutufiuponda who had been put inside the rnbomboro. One man went

 before and one behind, carrying it along the path. The man who was behind saw

 TufiutuAuponda's leg, which had broken through the mnbornboro. "I want to relieve
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 FIG. 1.-SHRINE OF THE GOD AT MARONDU.

 .IG 2 THE LEGEND OF THE PARROT IN GAGE, DRAWN BY KUNDAKOLO
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 myself, and we need a rest too," said he. So he put down the mbomboro and had

 a rest. The man who went to relieve himself ran away. The other who remained

 waited and waited and waited; no one came back. Tunutuiuponda broke the

 mbomboro and hit the man who was waiting, then went in quest of the other, went,

 went, went, and found him at his house; he killed him also.

 This is a true story. Tufiutufnuponda lived in Pandaka in the bush behind

 Masuru.

 ERRATA IN PART I.

 Page 102, line 18-For " now " read " not."

 ,, 104, ,, 19-For " mbi'hanara" read " mbinakara. "
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